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Abstract

The fact that any locally cornpact non-coÌnpact space has a one-point com-

pactification dates back to the early works of P. Alexandroff in 1924. Since

then, various authors have studied one-point extensions for a large variety

of spaces. In a recent paper, M. Henriksen, L, Janos and R.G. Woods have

studied the set of all one-point metrizable extelsions of a locally cornpact

metrizable space. Our purpose is to continue their studies and to extend it to

the wider class of Tychonoff spaces.

This thesis is divided into three chapters. In Chapter 1 we introduce some

terminology, notations and some background information. Chapter 2 should

be considered as a continuation of the work of Henriksen, Janos and rrVoods.

\4¡e first ansrver an open question posed by them. We then generalize most of

their results from the separable case to the case rvhen X is non-separable. We

¿lso define a certain subclass of t$), whose properties we study in detail.

We conclude this chapter with some theorerns on the caldinality of á(X) and

certain of its subsets. In Chapter 3, motivated by our earlier study of the

metrizable case, we investigate the relation between the order structure of

various sets of one-point extensions of a Tychonofi space X, and the topology



of subspaces of BX\X. We obtain some theore¡ns on cardinality of certain

sets of one-point extensions, and in a concluding section, we show how some

of our results may be applied to obtain relations between the order structure

of certain subfamilies of ideals of C-(X), partially ordered rvith inclusion, and

tlre topology of subspaces of BX\X.
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CHAPTER

1

Introduction

We employ the standard notations and terminologies as in the text of Engelk-

ing [7]. hl particular, compact and paracompact spaces are assumed to be

Hausdorff.

We denote by I and R the closed unit interval and the real line, respectively.

For spaces X and Y, we write X - Y, if X and Y are homeomorphic. For

spaces X andY, C(X,Y ) denotes the set of all continuous fu¡rctions from X

to Y. We denote C(X, R) by C(X), and the set of bounded elements of C(X)

by C-(X). For a function f e C6), rve define Lhe zero-set of /, denoted

bv Z(l), to be the set {ø e X : f(r): 0}. The cozero-set of /, denoted

by Coz(f), is the set X\Z(f), and the support of /, denoted by supp(/), is

deflned to be the set clrç(Coz(f 
,)), 

rvhere for each -4 Ç X, cI2aA is the closure

of ,4 in X. We denote the set of all zero-sets of / e C(X) l:y Z(X) A subsei

of a space X is called clopen in X if it is simultaneously closed and open in

X. We denote by B(X) the set of all clopen subsets of a space X. A space

X is called zero-d,i,mensional if B(X) fo¡ms a base for open subsets of X. By



a conxpactxfr,ca.tion Y of a Tyclionoff (conrpletely legular) space X we mean a

compact space Y which contains X as a dense subspace. \4/e denote by BX the

Stone-Cech compactification of X and rvhen X is locally compact and non-

compact, we let øX denote its one-point (Alexandroff) compactification. The

Stone-Öech compactifrcation of a Tychonoff spaces X can be described as the

unique compactification of X such that every continuous function f : X -- I

can be contirluously extended to a function F : BX --+ I. For convenieuce,

for any.4 Ç X, we let A*: (clpxl)\X, in particular )f- : BX\X. For

a Tychonoff space X we let uX denote its Hewitt realcornpactification. lVe

make use of the follorving well known result. If 2t,..., Zn a.re zero-sets in X,

then clpx ([ìLr Z¡): ì?=rclps¡Z¿. The text by Gillman and Jerison [8] deals

with þX and its standard properties.

Let (X, d) be a metric space. For any lx e X and r > 0, we let B¿(x,r) (or

sometimes simply B(ø, r)) denote the open ball centered at ø with radius r.

We use traditional set-theoretic notations. In particular, for a set X, lXl

denotes the cardinality of X and P(X) is the set of all subsets of X. We

denote by id¡ the identity function from X onto X mappittg each elemeut

of X to itself. The letters ø and ø1 denote, respectively, the fir'st infinite

countable and the first uncountable ordinal number. We denote by N6 and N1

the cardinalities of ø and &,r) respectively. The symbols [CH] and [MA] denote

the Continuun Hypothesis and Martin's Axiom, respectively, and wìrenever



they appear at the beginning of the statement of a theorem, they indicate that

they are being assumed in the proof of that tlieo¡em.

For a space X, rve denote by tir(X), d(X) and Z(X), the rveight of X,

the density of X and the Lindelöf number of X. These are, respectively, the

smallest cardinalit5' of open bases for X, the smallest cardinality of dense

subsets of X, and the smallest cardinal number a such that every open co\¡er

of X lias a subcover of cardinality not greater than a. For more itlformation

we refer the reader to [10].

For a subset A of a partially ordered set P, 'r'i'e denote by VA and AA

the least uppel bound and the greatest lower bound of elements of A in P,

respectively, when they exist. We call V P and A P, if they exist, the mar-

imum and the mi'nimum of P. An element p e P is called a marimal el-

ernent (mi,nimal element, respectively), if for any t € P, if r ) p (t 1 p,

respectively) then ø : p. If P and Q are partially ordered sets, a func-

tion / : P --+ Ç is called an ord'er-homomorphism (order-anti'-homomorphism,

respectively) if, /(ø) I /(¿) (/(o) > /(å), respectivelv) whenever a 1 b'

The function / is called an order-isomorphism (ord'er-anti-tsotnorphism, te'

spectively) if it is moreover bijective and /-1 : Q --+ P is also an order-

homomorphism (order-ant!homornorphisrn). The partially ordered sets P and

Q are called order-zsomorphic (order-anti-isomorphi'c, respectively) if there is

an order.-isol orphisrn (order-anti-isornor.phism, respectively) betrveen tliem.



In the present work our subject matter is the study of extensious (one-

point extensions, specifically). A Tychonoff space Y is called an extensi,on of a

Tychonoff space X, if it contains X as a dense subspace. We call Y a one-poi,nt

ertens'ion of X, if in addition, Y\X consists of a single point. Two extensions

Y1 andY2 of X are said to be equiualent, if there exists a homeomorphisur of Yr

onto Y2 which keeps X pointrvise fixed. This is au equivalence relation which

partitions the class of all Tychonoff extensions of X into equivalence classes

We identify these equivalence classes rvith individuals whenever no confusion

arises. For trvo Tychonoff extensions Y1 a:nd Y2 of a space X, we let Y 3 Yz

(or equivalently , Yz >- Yt), if there exists a continuous function from Y2 into Y1

which keeps X pointwise fixed. We write y1 < % (or equivalently, Y2 > Yr) lf

Y < Yz aîd Yt + Yz. This relation ( defines a partial order on the set of all

Tychonoff extensions of a space X. Moreover, under this partial order' for any

set á of exte¡rsions of the space X, V,4 exists. We refer the reader to Sectiou

4.1 of Porter and Woods [15] for detailed discussions on these subjects.

In [14] Magill obtained a result which reìated the order stmcture of the

set of compactifications of a Tychonoff space X, to the topology of the space

BX\X: For a Tyclionoff space X, let K(X) de¡rote the set of all compactifl-

cations of X. Then for locally conpact spaces X and Y, K(X) and K(Y) are

order-isomorphic if and only if BX\X and BY\Y are hotneomorphic. Magill's

result and Bel'nov's study of the set of all extensious of a nretrizable space ([3]



and [4]) motivated M. Henriksen, L. Janos and R.G. Woods to stucly the set

of all one-point metrizable extensions of a locally compact rtetrizable space X

by relating it to properties of the space BX\X ([11]). The first part of this

tliesis is devoted to generalizing and continuing their work. In the following

we introduce so¡ne of the notatiolrs used in [11] and list some of the results

obtained there which will be used in the sequel.

We denote by t(X) the set of all one-point metrizable extensions of a non-

compact metrizable space X. If X is ¡¡oreover locally compact, then á¡ç(X)

denotes the set of those elements of á(X) which are also locally compact.

A sequence U : {Un}n., of non-empty open subsets of a non-compact

metrizable space X is called a regular sequence of open sets 'in X, iÎ for each

n 1a, cly(Jn¡1 C Un. If moreover ]t,.,Un: Ø, we call U an ertension trace

iz X (Definition 3.t of Itt]).

Every extension trace {Un},,<, in X generates a one-point exteusion of X.

In fact if rve let Y : X u {p}, where p { X, and define

Ov : O x U {y u {p} : V is open in X and V )- Un, for some n < ø}

rvhere O¡ is the set of all open subsets of X, then (Y, (1y ) constitutes a

one-point metrizable extension of X (Theorem 2 of [1]). Conversely, if for

Y : X u{p} e á(X), we let for eacli n < u, U. : B(p,lln)fìX, then

{Un}n., is an extension trace in X which generates Y.

5



If Yu : X u {p} is the one-point metrizable extension generated by the

extension ftace Ll : {U,}^<,, then the set {U, U {p}},., forms au open base

at p \n Y¿1.

For two extension traces L,l : {Un}n., and V: {V"} "., in X, we say that

L'l is finer thanV, \f for each n < ø, there exists a ,k,' < ø such that U¡" C V"'

1,1. Theorem, For ertension traces l,l ønd V in X, Yu 2 Yv iÍ and onla 'iÍ

Ll i.s finer thanV. (lheorem 3.5 of [11])

1.2. Theorem, If {U^\ r., is a regulør sequence oÍ open sets .in a IocaLIy

compact metrizable space X, then )n.,Uj e Z(X-)' Conuersely, if Ø + Z €

Z(X.), then there exi'sts a regular sequence of open sets {U,} n.. in X Jor

uhich Z : î*.,Uï. (Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 of [11])

if X is a locally compact uon-compact metrizable space, we let

À; (á(x), <) -. (z(x.),ç)

be defined by À(Y) : fìn., Uj, where {Un}n.. is an extension trace in X

which generates Y.

1.3. Theorem. The function À is uelt-defi'ned, and' i't is an ord'er-antt'-

isomorphi,sm onto its image. (Theorem a.10 of [11])

1.4. Theorem. If X i,s a locally cornpz'ct non-compact separable metrizable

space, then À(¿(X)) : Z(X-)\{ø}. (Theorern 5.3 of [t1])



Thus since the topology of any compact space determines and is deter-

mined by the order structure of the set of its zero-sets, partially o¡de¡ed with

inclusion, we have

1.5, Theorem, For locally compact non-cornpact separable metrizable spaces

X and, Y , t(X) and t.(Y) are ord,er-isomorphic if and, onlg .if Xr and Y* are

homeomorphic. (Theorem 5.a of [11])

1.6. Theorem. If X is a locaLly conxpact non-cornpact separable metrizable

space, then 
^(tK(X)) 

is the set of all non-emptg clopen sets o/X*. (Theorems

5.5 and 5.6 of [11])

1.7. Theorem. If X and,Y are locallg compact non-compact separable metriz-

able spaces uhose Stone-Cech remainders are zero-d,imensi,onat, then €y(X)

and, tç(Y) are order-'isomorphic if and, onlg if X. andYr are homeomorphic.

(Theorern 5.7 of [1 1])

If X is non-separable, we let øX denote tlie subset of BX consisting of

those points of BX rvhich are in the closure in BX of some ø-compact subset

of X. We make use of the following theoren in a numbe¡ of occasions (see

a.a,F of [7]).

We remind the reader that giveu a family {X¡}u., of topological spaces, tlie

surn of the spaces X¿'s, denoted by O¿.¡ X¿, is a space X whose underlying



set is the disjoint union of the spaces X¿'s, and in which a set U Ç X is open

if and only if U n Xi is open in X¿, for any i. € I.

1,8. Theorem. (Alexandroff) If X ,is a locallg compact non-separable metriz-

able space then it can be uri.tten as

X : @ Xu, where each X¡ is a non-compact separable subspace.
i€1

Clearly since eanh X¿ is open in X, it is locally compact, and therefore

since it is separable, it is o-cornpact. Now using the above notations, for a

locally compact non-separable metrizable space we have

"y :l){ctpx(U X,) 
' "¡ 

C 1 is countable}.
íeJ

Clearly oX is au open subset of liX. Let coX : þX\oX. For a subset ,4 of

a space X, we let int¡,A denote the interior of A \n X.

1,9. Theorem. For a locally compact non-separable metrizable space X, if

Z e 
^(t(X)), 

then\nt*x(Z\ox) : Ø. (Lemma 6 6 of [11])

When X is an uncountable discrete space the converse also holds.

1.10, Theorem. If X ,is an uncountable di,screte space, then for Ø I Z e

Z(X-), Z € À(¿(X)) if and onls if irt",y(Z\oX) :0. (Theorern 6.3 of l11l)



Theorem 6.7 of [11] characterizes the elements of À(á(X)) in terms of the

legular sequences of open sets generating them as follorvs.

1.11. Theorem. Suppose that X is a locally compact non-separable metriz-

able space and, let Ø + Z € Z(X.). Then the folLouing condttions are equiua-

lent.

1) z e À(t(x));

2) There does not exist S € Z(X) such that Ø * S-\oX c Z\oX;

3) clpx(l^<.U,) C oX, for any regular sequence of open sets {Un}na, in

X such that Z : l,<,Ui;

4) 1t^., Un is o-compact, for any regular sequence of open sets {tJn}n.,'in

X such that Z : ñ^.,Uå.



CHAPTER

2

One-point metrizable extensions
of locally compact metrizable spaces

In this chapter we study the orde¡ structure of tlte set of one-point metrizable

extensions of a locally compact metrizable space X, and we show how it may

be related to the topology of subspaces of BX\X. Throughout this chapter

(except for oue instance which is explicitly mentioned) X will denote a locally

compact metrizable space.

In Section 2.1 we characterize the irnage of ),: t(X) -- Z(X.) as those

non-empty zero-sets of pX whicli are disjoint from X.

Section 2.2 deals rvith the order properties of the sets ty(X) attd t(X)

We clra¡acterize the elements of t¡1(X) in terms of extension traces generating

them, and as a result, we prove that, for a non-separable X, tìre image of

á¡(X) under À is precisely those elements of the image of À which are further-

more clopen subsets of X*. With the help of this, assurning that 2Nr ¡ 2No

(Lusin's Hypothesis), we give a purely order-theoretic characterization of the

10



elements of tK(X) as a subset of t(X). We then shorv that the sets á¡¡(X)

and á(X) will ahvays have distinct o¡der-theoretic structures. This is fol-

lorved by a result rvhich shorvs that separability and local compactness of a

metrizable space X are necessary and sufficient couditions for t,(X) to admit

a minimum. We then sliow that if we assume X to be moteover nou-separable

and zero-dimensional, then t¡ç(X) forms a cofinal subset of á(X). In the next

ferv results we stud)¡ the problern of existence of the least upper bounds and

greatest lower bounds for arbitrary subsets of á¡ç(X) and á(X), respectively.

S/e conclude the section with a theorem on the cardinality of cofinal subsets

or 8(X).

In Section 2.3 we study the relation between the order structure of the

set á¡ç(X) and the topology of a certain subspace of X-. We also show that

assuming ICH], for any trvo ze¡o-dirnensional ìocally conrpact rnetrizable spaces

X a¡d Y of weiglrts N1, the sets ta(X) and ty(Y) are order-isomorphic.

Assume that X is non-sepalable. In Section 2.4, we introduce a subclass

ás(X) of á(X), consisting of those Y : X u {p} e t(X) for which p has

a separable neighborhood iu Y. First we characterize the elentents of ás(X)

by the extension traces gelerating them, and then, relating this set to t¡ç(X)

rvhich is previously studied, unde¡ the assurnption thât 2N' > 2No, tve give an

order-theoretic description of its elements. Next we specify the image of the

set á5(X) u¡rder À. We prove that if ø(X) ) 2No, then the sets ts(X), t¡ç(X)

11



and t(X) will always have pairwise distinct o¡der-theoretic structures. The

rest of this section is devoted to the relation between the order structure of

ás(X) and the topology of a certain subspace of X*. In particular, \\¡e prove

that, under the assumption that 2Nt t 2No, for any two locally compact non-

separable metrizable spaces X and Y, if either X* is homeomorphic to Y* ,

or, assuming [CH], if X and Y are both zero-dimensional of weight Nr, then

ás(X) is order-isomorphic to á5(Y). We shorv through au example that tlie

zero-dimensiona.lity can not be omitted either here or in the corresponding

result obtained in Section 2.3. The last result of the section describes how the

order structure of the set ás(X) is ¡elated to both sets |y(X) and ê(X).

In Section 2.5 we find the cardinality of the set t(X) and an upper bound

for the cardinality of the set á¡ç(X). This bound will be attained if X is either

zero-dinensional or non-separable.

We conclude the chapter with formulations of sotne open problems and

some related comments.

2,1. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE IMAGE OF À

In Theorem 6.8 of [11] (Tlieorem i.10) the authors characterized the image

of À for an u¡rcountable discrete space X, as the set of all non-empty zero'

sets of X* such that int",4a(Z\o X) : Ø. They have also asked whether this

12



characterization can be generalized to the case rvhen X is any locall¡' se¡¡p¿s¡

non-separable metrizable space. In the following theorem tve answer tliis ques-

tion by cha.racterizing those spaces X for rvhich the above cha¡acter.ization of

the image of ) holds,

2.1.1. Theorem. Let, X be a locally con-Lpact non-separable metrizable space

and let X : (E,erXt, uhere each X¡ is a separable non-cotnpz,ct subspace.

Then we haue

1) If at most countablg many of the X¿'s are non-discrete, then for a Ø I
Z € Z(X.), ue haue Z < 

^(¿(X)) 
if and, onlg if \nr",¡(Z\oX):g;

2) If uncountably mang of the X¡'s øre non-discrete, then there eaists a

Ø # Z e Z(X.) such that \nÍ"os¡(Z\ox) : Ø, but Z ( À(S(X)).

Proof. 1) This follorvs by a modification of the proof given in Theorem 6.8

of [11].

.2) 
Let L: {i € I : X¿ is not a discrete space}. Suppose that {.L,"},,., is

a partition of .L into mutually disjoint uncountable subsets. For convenience,

let the metric on X be chosen to be bounded by 1, and such that d(x,y):1,

if r and gr do not belong to the same factor X¿, Since for each z e L, X¡

is non-discrete, there exists a non-trivial convergent sequence {r,^)^., in X¡.

Let, for each i, € L, r¿ denote the linit of the sequence {"L},., and assume

that r¿ (. {ri} ̂ .,. We define a sequence {Un} n., by letting

t3



U, :l){Bd@i, hl,À < r¡ and i e Lh}.

Clearly {Ç}n., is a regular sequence of open sets in X. By Lem¡na 4.1 of

[11] (Tlieorem 1.2) we know tha.t Z : ltn., Uå € Z(X.). We claim that

it'rt*¡(Z\oX): Ø. So suppose to the contrary that int"oa(Z\ox) I Ø, and

let U be an open set in BX such that

Ø+ U\øX c clpl¡U\oX c Z\oX.

For each n < ø, since cly[Jn¡1 C (Jn, clyUnal and X\U" are disjoint zero-

sets of X and thus we have clp¡(cl¡U"a1) n clpx (X\U") : Ø. Therefore

clpy(clyUn¡1) Ç ÉX\clpx(X\U"). On the other hand, since BX\clB¡(X\U") ç

clBxUn, we have BX\clBx(X\U") Ç intpx(clpxUn), and therefo¡e clpxUn+r Ç

int p x (cl p xU,), But since

clBxU\oX c Z\o X C clpyUnat\oX

it follows that

clp¡U\intp¡(cl BxU,) c c\pyU\clpxUn+1 C oX.

Tlrerefore by compactness, for each n < ø, there exists a countable sel Jn C I

such that

I4



clBxU\intBx(cl BxU^) c.lBx( U X¡) Ç clpx(U X,)
ieJr ieJ

rvlrere J : JtU Jz U.... Now comparing with above, for each n < ø, we have

clpxU Ç clpxU^u clex(l) X;)
íeJ

and thus

clp;iU c 1 fl clBxU,) u clpx(U Xr).
tL<u ieJ

Therefore

u ìx cclpxuìX ç ux,u(['ì u") : ux u{r¡:,ie L}.
ieJ n<e ieJ

Let

¡vt:U(x¡\u{ri:n<a}).
ieL

Tlren as {r¡:ie L}C M we have

clB¡tJ : clBx (U r\ X) Ç clpx ( U. X.) u clBx ({øi : i e L}) c o X u cl pta M

and so clp¡U\ø X C clBx A[\oX. For each n < ø, let V" : U" lì .44. Then

since for each n < a, {r¡: i, e L} çW, it follows that U l-ì X c V"U U.r.¡ X¿,

and therefore

U ì X c clpyu C clByV^u clBx(l) X¿) c cIpyV^u o X,
íeJ



Thus by the way we have chosen U, fo¡ each n < ø, we have

Ø # U\oX C clp¡U\oX c clpyV*\oX Ç clp¡ç M\oX.

Norv since M is a closed subset of the (normal) space X, by Corollary 3.6.8

of l7l, clpxM is a compactification of M equivalent to þI[. But A,[ is zero-

dimensional and hence strongly zero-dimensional, as it is a locally compact

metrizable space (see Theorem 6.2.10 of [7]), therefore there exists a non-

empty clopen subset Í7 of clpxM such that W C U îclpyAt[ andW\oX I Ø.

We have

W\oX c U\oX Ç clp2¡V"\oX.

Norv since Ç is a clopen subset of AI, clp¿¡V" is a clopen subset of clp¡A1, and

tlre¡efole W\cIp¡V" is a cornpact subset of øX. Thus, for each n < ø, there

exists a countable 11, C 1 such that

W\clpxV" c clpx( U Xù c ctpx(U Xi)
ieH. ieH

wlre¡e .FI : HtU Hz U.... We have

W Ç(W\clp¡V")uclBxV" ç clp"(U Xi)Uc\pyV^
¡e¡t

and therefore

tU c ctBy(U æ) u 1) ctBxv")
ieH n<a

16



Now

14/ n M ç((u x,) n M) u ( n %).
ieH n<tL,

We also have

a v" : ll u" n tyt : {r¡ : i e L}
n<u n<a

and tlrerefore W at M C P U {r¿ : i e L}, rvhere P is a countable subset of

AL Fot each i € .L for rvhich t¡ € W fì M, since lü is an open subset of

clp¡ d[ , W 1t AtI is an open neigliborhood of q in AI , and therefore * {rl},.,
converges to z¿, there exists an n¿ ( ar such that ci eI / n 14, rvhich implies

xi e P. Now since P is countable, the set Q : {i€ L: x¡ €W ft M} is also

countable and we have

w nI.Í . Pu {x, :i € o} c I I x,-,ä

for sonre couutable subset G of 1. But I4l is chosen to be clopen in c16¡Atl,

and therefore

W : clpxW ìclByAtl : ctpx(W 1, AI) c ctpx(l) x) ç ox
¿€c

rvhich is a coutradiction, since I4l is chosen such that W\oX I Ø. This shows

Í,ha,t int"oy(Z\ox) : Ø. Norv we note tliat by Theorem 6.T of [11] (Theore¡r

1,Lt) Z e À(t(X)) implies that

clBx({rr:'i e L}): clpx( l^ì Un) Ç oX
n<ø
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ând so

clpy({x¿ : i e L}) c clpx( U X,)
íeF

for some countabìe F C 1 Therefore since U,€F Xi is clopen in X,

{r¡:'ieL}ÇUX,
te¡

rvhich is clearly a contradiction, since lve are assuming that -L is uncountable.

Tliis shorvs that Z f À(¿(X)), rvhich completes tìre proof. I

In the next theorem we give a characterization of the image of À. Note that

if X is locally compact, then X* is closed in pX and thus it is C-embedded.

2.1.2. Theorern. Let X be a locallg compact non-cornpl,ct metri,zable space.

Then À(t(X)) consists of exactly those non-emptg zero-sets of pX which m'iss

X,

Prool. Suppose that ,9 € À(¿(X)). Then 5 € Z(X.), and the¡efore

tlrere exists ar f e C(jX,I) such that ZU)\X: S. For each n < ø, let

Un: X n /-1([0, 1/n)). Then as in the proof of Lenma 4.2 of [11], {U"}"<,

is a regular sequence of open sets in X sucli that 5 : 11,,., Uj. Now since

Z(Í) n X : ll,,<, U", it follows from Theorem 6.7 of [1i] (Tlieorem 1.11)

ùaf Z(f ) î X is o-courpact. Let Z(f) ñ X : l)n<, Kn, rvhere each I(,, is

compa¡t, and let for each n < a, g" e C(PX,I) be such that 9, (11") Ç {1}
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añ g"(Z(f)\X) g {0}. Let g : Dg^12". Then g is continuous and ,9:

Z(f) n Z(g) is a zero-set in BX which misses X,

Conversely, suppose thatØ # S e Z(l3X) is such that,SnX: Ø. Let S:

Z(f), for sorne / € C(PX,D. For each n < a, .welet Un: X n /-1([0, 1/n)).

Then by the proof of Ler¡ma 4.2 of [11], {U"}"<" is a regular sequence of open

sets in X such that ,S : lì,,<, Uj. Now since fl,"., U" : Ø, {Un}n., is an

extension trace in X, and thus S € À(¿(X)), I

2.2. oN THE ORDER STRUCTURE OF THE SETS t¡r(X) AND

á(X) AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP

In Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 of [11] (Theorern 1.6) for a locally compact separa-

ble non-compact met¡izable space X, the authors char.acterized the image of

á¡¡(X) uuder À as the set of all non-empty clopen subsets of X*. We extend

this result to the non-separable case below. First in the following lemma rve

characterize the elements of ïa(X) in terms of the extension traces generating

them.

2.2.1, Lemrna, Let X be a locallg compact non- cornpact metrizable space

and. let Y : X U {p} e t(X). Then the follouing conditzons are equ'iualent.

1)Y is locally compact;
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2) For euery ertension trace U : {U^}^.. in X generating Y , there erists

a lc < t¿ such that for all n ) lc, clyUr\Un¡1 is compact;

3) There eri,sts an et:tension trace Ll : {Un}n., zn X generati,ng Y, such

that for all n < u, clyUn\Una1 is compact.

Proof. (1) implies (2). LetU : {Un}n., be au extension trace in X which

generates Y. Since {U"U {p}}"., forms an open base atpinY, there exists

a k < a such that clv(t4 U {p}) is cornpact. Now for each n ) lc, clyUn\Un¡1

is a closed subset of cly(U¡ U {p}), and therefore is compact.

That (2) implies (3) is trivial. (3) i.mpli,es (1). Let g : {Un} n., be

an exte¡rsion trace in X which generates Y, and suppose that cl¡U"\Ç".1 is

compact for all n < a. Let W : Ut U {p}, and suppose that {I{}¿ç¡ is an

open cover of clyW in Y. Let j e l be such that p €V¡, and let rn < ø be

suclr tlrat U^U {p} C Vj. Norv since each of the sets clxt/"\Un+r is compact,

a finite subset of {V) u¿ covers clyl4l.

2,2,2. Theorem. Let X be a locallg compact non-conxpact metri,zable space.

Then À@6(X)) consi,sts of exactlg those elements of 
^@6)) 

which are clopen

i.n X..

Proof . We assume that X is non-separabìe. Assume the notations of Theo-

rem 1.8. Suppose that U : {Un} n.. is an extension trace in X which generates

Y e tK(X), By Lemma 2.2.I, we ¡uay assume that cl¡¡Ç\U,a1 is compact for
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all n I u. Since f^)n., Ç : Ø, we have cl¡U1 : U".,(clx Ur,\U,,.,.1). But for

eaclr n < u, {Xt};a is an open cover of clxU"\U,+r, and therefo¡e there exist

finite subsets J," Ç 1 sucli that cl¡Ç\U,1r C U¿e.¡" X¿. Let J : JtU JztJ...,

and let M : U¡e¡ X¿. Then clearly /,/ is also an extension trace in tl4, for which

by the above lemma, the colresponding one-point metric extension of M is lo-

cally compact. Now since M is separable, by Theorem S.S of [11] (Theorem

1.6) P:: fln¡, clp¿¡ U,, \ I.1 is a clopen subset of clBy A,Í\AIL But clpxÀ4\M is

itself a clopen subset of X*, as lul is clopeu in X, and therefore it is a clopen

subset of X-. We note that À(Y) : P.

Norv suppose tltat Z e À(¿(X)) is clopen in X*. First we note that by

Lemma 6.6 of [11] (Theorem l.9) we have Z\oX : ittt*x(Z\oX) : Ø, and

therefore Z Ç oX. It follorvs from the latter that there exists a countable

J C l suclr that Z Ç clpx(Utçt Xt). Let M : U¿.t Xu. Now Z is a clopen

subset of clpy M\A,I , and since .À1 is separable, it follorvs from Theorem 5.6

of [11] (Theorem 1.6) and Lemma 2.2.I that Z : fin..(clpy[l,\ll4), for some

extension ftace U : {Un} n., in It[ fot which cl¡1Ç\Ç¡1 is compact for each

n < a-r. But ã is an extension trace in X, and since clxU"\U"+r : cl¡yU,\Un¡1

is compact, its corresponding oue-point metric extensiotr of X, denoted by Y,

is locally compact. Now we note that Z : 
^(Y). 

I

The follorving lemma is irnplicit in the proof of Theorem 2.2.2,
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2,2,3. Lemma. Let X be a locally compact non-separable metrizable space.

Assume the notations of Theorem 1.8. Then for each countabLe J C I , ue

haae (l)¡r¡ X¡)* € )(t(X)).

2.2.4. Lernma. Suppose that X is a localLy compact non-compact metrizable

space andlet Z € À(¿(X)). If S e Z(X-) is suchthatØ # S ç Z, then

s e À(á(x)).

Proof. Let T: e Z(BX) be such that S : 
"\X. 

Norv ,9 : Z l'ì 7 misses X,

and thus S e À(á(X)). I

The follorving theorem gives another characterization of the im age of €x(X)

u¡rder À.

2.2.5. Theorern. Let X be a locally conxpact non-compact metrizable space'

Then À(ty(X)) consists of eractlg those non-emptg zero-sets of Xr which are

of the form X.\clBx(Z(f)), uhere f € C(X, I) is of o-compact support'

Prool. Suppose that ,9 € )(tr{(X)). Theu since {clpxZ\X : Z e Z(X)}

forms a base for the closed subsets of X*, there exists a collection C of zero-sets

of X suclr that ,5: t){Xr\clBxZ : Z e C}. Since ,9 is compact, there exists a

finite number of zero-sets Zt, ..., Zn such that

n

s : U(x.\crBx Zò : X.\ctpxz



'wherc Z: Ztlt...nZn e Z(X). Let Z : Z(Í), for some f e C(X,Ð.

If X is separable, then trivially supp(,f) is ø-cornpact. So suppose that X

is non-separable and assume the notations of Theorem 1.8. Let L : {i e

I : Coz(f) 1, X¡ # Ø). fhen there exists a zero-set lf e Z(X) such tliat

T Ç Coz(f) and for each i € L, T 1\Xi # Ø. Now since T n Z(Í) : fl, we

have clpaT nclBxZ(f): Ø, and therefore clpyT c BX\ clBxz(Í). But ,9 is

a clopen subset of X*, and so by Lemma 6,6 of [11] (Tlieorem 1.9) S C dX.

This inrplies that clp¡? C clpa(l)u.¡ X¡), for some countable J C 1. It follorvs

that ? C U¿rt X¿, and therefore .L is countable. Nov clearly supp(/), being a

closed subset of the separable space Ll¿..¡ X¡, is a-compact (see 3.8.C of [7]).

Conversely, suppose that Ø # S e. Z(X-) is of the form X-\clp¡ (Z(/)),

for sonre Í e C(X,Ð of o-compact support. If X is separable then clearly

,9, being a clopen subset of X*, is in À(tI((X)) Suppose that X is non-

separable. Then by definition of øX, since supp("f ) is ø-compact, we have S Ç

clBx(suw(,f)) Ç oX, and therefore ,S C clp¡ç (lJ¿..¡ X¿), for some countable

J Ç 1. Thus S € À(tr(x)). I

In tlie following theorern, assuming that 2Nr > 2Ro, ive give a purely order-

tlreoretic description of €y(X) as a subset of á(X).

2.2,6, Theorem, [2Nt > 2tìo] Let X be a locally compact non-separable

metri.zable space. For a set f Ç ê(X) consldìLer the follouing corul,itions.
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1) For each A e F, l{Y e t(X) :Y > .4}l < 2N";

2) If A e € (X) is such that l{Y e e $) : Y > A}l < 2\o, then there enists

aBeFsuchthatB<A;

3) For each A,B e F such that A < B, there enists a C e F such that

B AC : A and B and C haue no coTnrnon upper bound in t(X).

Then the set, €¡ç(X) is the largest (wi,th respect to set-theoretic inclusi,on) subset

"f 
t6) satisfyi,ng the aboue three conditions

Proof. First we verify that t¡1(X) satisfies the above conditions. To show

that condition (1) is satisfied, let A e êx(X). Then we have À(A) c øX (see

Lem¡¡a 6.6 of [11] or Theorem 1.9) and therefore, assuming the notations of

Theorem 1.8, À(,4) c clpyM, whele &/ :UtecX¡, for some countable G Ç 1.

Now if Y e á(X) is such that Y > A, then À(Y) is a zero-set in clp¡n1, But

lZ(clpy M)l ( 2No, as M is separable, and thus condition (1) liolds.

Now we slrow that á¡ç(X) satisfies condition (2). Suppose t'ltat A e t(X)

is such that l{Y E €(X) : Y > A}l < 2No. First we shorv that À(.4) c oX.

Suppose the contrary, and let V : {Vn} n., be an extension tl'ace ilì X rvhich

geneÌates A. For each n < a,let H": {'¿ e I : V"n Xr + ø}. Then since rve

are assuming that À(,4)\oX I Ø, each I1,' is an uucouutable subset of .I. We

consider the following two cases.

Case J) Suppose tha|, ),., Hn is uncountable. Let K Ç |n<, H,,, rvith
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llll : Nr. For each non-empty Lc K and each n < ø let

wt: (u xù¡w.

Then eaclr WL : {14/i}"<. is an extension trace in X finer than V, and W¡,

and W7, are non-equivalent fo¡ distinct Don-empty Lb L2 C Il. Therefore

there are 2N' non-equivalent such extension traces, which is a contradiction,

as by our assumption the nurnber of these extension traces catìnot be greater

than 2No, and by assumptio¡r 2Nt > 2No.

Cose 2) Suppose that fl,"., I{," is countable. We define a sequence {kn} n.,

of positive integers as follows. Let fr1 : 1. Then since /11 )_ H2 )_ ... and 11¡,

is uncountable, arguing inductively there exists a sequence fr1 < fr2 < ... with

//¡"\11A"r, being uucountable for each n < u. We may assume that I1"\I1"a1

is uncountable for each n < ø. Suppose that l1f | : Nr, and for each n < a,let

I(n ç Hn\Hn+t be such lK"l : Nr We use Il as an index set to (faithful\,)

index the elements of Kn, Thus K" : 1¡q : i e I(j. For each non-empty

L Ç I{ and each n ( a let Ln: {ki : i, e .L}, and define

Wi :U{Wì Xi:,¿ e Lnu Ln¡yu ...}.

Theu eaclr W¡ : {Ili} "a, 
is an extension trace in X finer than f , and they

are non-equivalent for distiuct non-empty L1, L2 C K. Nolv arguing as above

rve obtain a contradiction.
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Therefore À(A) Ç oX and we can assume that À(,4) g p- properly, where

P : U¡rn Xt, and f/ C 1 is countable. Let À(B) : P*. Then B e €¡1(X) and,

B < á. Thus t¡ç(X) satisfies coudition (2).

Next, to show that t¡ç(X) satisfies condition (3), suppose that ,4,8 €

€¡¡(X) arc such that A < B. Let C e EK(X) be suctr rhar )(C) : À(,A)U(B).

Then clearly B AC: A and thus condition (S) holds for Ey(X).

Norv suppose that a set î ç 8(X) satisûes conditions (1)-(3). Let A e ?.

Tlren by condition (1), l{y e e6) : Y > A}l ( 2No. Arguing as above u,e

have À(,4) C oX. Lel 
^(A) 

ç Q-, where Ç :U¡e¡ X¿ and J Ç 1 is countable.

Let B e á(X) be such that 
^(B): 

Q-.Then since l{V e ê(X):y > B}l <

2No, using coudition (2), there exists a C e .F such that C < B. Therefore

C < A, and so by condition (3), there exists a D € .F such tl.rat AAD: C and

A and D have no corrmon upper bound in á(X). Therefore À(A) nÀ(D) : ø.

Suppose that ø € À(B)\(À(,4) uÀ(D)). Let f e C (B X,I) be suctr thar f @) : I

and /(À(.a)uÀ(r)) : {0}. Let S : z(f)nÀ(C). Then since C ( A, S *ø,
and tlrerefore.9: À(E), for some E e S(X). Clearly since )(,4) ç S, we have

E < A. Bú 
^(D) 

ç Z(Í) and C ( D, therefore )(¡) ç S, and rhus E ( D.

This combined with E < .4 implies rhar E < C. Bur ø € )(B) ç À(C)

and r ( ,S. This contradiction shows rhar )(B)\À(,4) ç À(D). Finally,

we note that by the above inclusion À(B)\À(D) ç À(,4), and conversely, if

r e 
^(A), 

the¡r since B 1A, and À(,4) nÀ(D) : Ø, we have ø € .\(B)U(r),
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Therefore À(,4) : À(B)\À(D), and thus À(A) is clopen i' X-. Tliis shows rhar

A e ty(X), and therefore F ç €K(X), which together with the first part of

the proof, establishes the theo¡em. I

2.2,7. Theorem. Let X be a locally compact non-compact metri,zable space.

Then ty(X) and. €(X) are neuer order-isomorphic.

Proof. Case 1)Suppose that X is separable. Suppose that á7¡(X) is

order-isomorphic r,o 8(X), and let ry' : À(ty(X)) -- À(¿(X)) deuote an o¡der-

isomorphism. First we show that 
^(¿K(XD: 

À(¿(X)), from rvhich it folloivs

that every non-empty zero-set of X- is clopeu in X*, and therefore X* is a P-

space. By Proposition 1.65 of [17] every pseudocompact P-space is finite, thus

X* is frnite. By 4C of [17], the Stone-Õech ¡emaincl.er of a non-pseudocompact

space has at least 22no points. Therefore X is pseudocompact and beiug metriz-

able it is compact. But this is a contradiction. Now let X- I Z e 
^(E(X)).

Let A : X-\1þ-'(z), rvhere .4 € À(¿/r(X)). If 1þ(A) n Z I Ø, then there

exists a B e À(€y(X)) such that,þ(B) : 1þ(A) ì Z. But such a B neces-

sarily has non-empty intersection with one of þ-t(Z) and .4. Norv since ry'

is an ord.er-isomorphism, it is easy to see that in any case we get a contra,-

diction, Therefore r/(,4) n Z : Ø. If 1þØ) U Z + X., then there exists an

Ø I H e Z(X-) with H n(1þ(A)u Z) : Ø. n G € 
^(tK(X)) 

is such that

',þ(G) :11, then again we get a contradiction, as G intersects otte of,¡-'(21



and A. Thereforcþ(A)UZ: X*, and thtts Z : X-\tl(.4), i.e., Z e 
^(¿K(X)).

Case 2) Suppose that X is non-separable. Suppose to the contrary that

t¡ç(X) and t(X) are order-ison,orphic and let þ : ty(X) -- ê(X) denote an

order-isomorphism. Since X is non-separable, there exists a sequence {Y,} ^.,
in á(X) such that Yt 1Yz ( .... Consider î: {\(Y")}".,. Then.F has the

f.i.p., and therefore Z :: f)f € À(t(X)), Let Z : À(Y), for some Y e á(X).

Clearly Y :Vn<,Y,. For each n < a,let ó(5"): Y" and /(S) : Y. The¡

Sr<S,

T" e €ç(X) Now since the sequence {S"}".,, is increasing, the sequence

{À(4.)}"." and equivalently the sequence {ö(T")} ". is also increasing. Thus

V".,ó(T") € ¿(X). LetT e á¡¡(X) be such that ó(T):Y..,ö(7,). Ler

Ae tK(X) be such that À(,4) : À(S) U À("). Now fo¡ each n<u,,T) Tn,

and tlrus À(,4) q À(S) U À(4) : À(S"), i.e., for each n < ø, we have ,4 > ,9,,

or equivalently, ó(A) > ó(5") : Y,,. Tlierefor e ö(A) >_ Y : ó(S) and .4 > ,9.

Thus ? >,5. But T>Tt, which is a contradiction as À("1)n À(S) : Ø. I

2.2.8. Lemma. Let X be a locally con-Lpact non-separable metrizable space.

IÍ Ø + Z € z(px) then Z ît oX * Ø.

Proof Suppose Íhat {xn} n.- is an infinite sequence in oX. Then using the

notations of Theorern 1.8, there exists a countable J C I such that {øn} n.., Ç

clBx(l)ret X¿), and therefore it has a lirnit point in oX. Tlius oX is countably
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cornpâÆt and therefore, pseudocompact, and u(oX) : þ("X) : BX. "Ihe

result now follows as for any Tychonoff space 7, any non-empty zerc-sef of uT

intersects T (see Lemma 5.t1(f) of [15]). ¡

2.2.9, Lemma, Let X be a locallg compact non-separable m,etrizable space.

If Ø # z € z(X-) then ZuoX lØ.

Proof. Let S € Z(l3X) be such that Z : S\X. By the above lernrna

SîoX I Ø. Suppose that Sñ(øX\X) : ø. Then S-:,ox: SnX.

Assume the notations of Theo¡em 1.8 and let L: {i € I : S ì X¿ I Ø}. Slnce

Sn(oX\X) : fl, it follows that Z is finite. Let / be the characteristic function

of dpy(l)u.¡ X¡) in BX. Then clearly / is continuous. Since Z(/)nS e Z(|JX)

misses oX, by the above lemrna, Z(/)ñ,9 : Ø. eut since BX\øX c Z(f), we

have Z: Sn (BX\oX) ç S ì ZU): @, which is a contradiction. Therefore

z n(oX\X) : S ¡(oX\X) # Ø. ¡

2.2,10, Lemma, Let X be a locally compact non-separable metrizable space

and. letS,T€Z(X.). If SìoXcT:toX thenSÇT.

Prool. Suppose that,5\? #Ø. Let r € S\? and let / e C(pX,Ð be such

tlrat /(ø) :0 and /(7) : {1}. "Ihen Z(f)ìS € Z(X.) is non-empry and

therefore by Lemma 2.2.9, Z(f) n S n oX I Ø. But this is impossible as rve

have Z(f) n ,9 f-ì oX ç z(f) nr : Ø. I



2.2.11. Theorern. Let X be a non-compact metrizable space. Then 8(X)

has a mzn'¿mum if and only if X i,s locallg compdct and separable.

Prool. Suppose that Y : X U {p} is the minimum in á(X). If X is

not locally compact, then there exists an :¡ € X suclÌ tliat for every open

neiglrborhood U of r \n X, clyU is not compact. Let U aud I4i be disjoint

open neighborhoods of ø and p in Y, respectively. Since cl¡U is not compact,

there exists a discrete sequence {Vr}n., of non-empty open (in cl¡U) subsets

of X, which are faithfully indexed. Consider î : {V" ît U}n<,. Then "F is a

discrete sequence of non-empty open subsets of X. For each n < ø, Iet A" be

a non-empty open subset of X such that clxA,' C W¡U' For each n < Ø we

form a sequence {Bi}¡., of non-empty open subsets of X such that A" ) Bi,

and B[ ) c\8f,¡1for each k <a. Let m <oube such that B(p,Ilm) ÇW,

andforeachn<ødefine

1c, : B(P, A¡a¡ n' and E" : l){B! : k > n}'

For eaclr n < a,let Dn : Cn U E . Then since {Bf }¡q., is discrete, we have

clxDn+t Ç D,.,, and An., Dn -- Ø, i.e.,D : {D,)n., forms an extension trace

in X, Since C : {C,},., is an extensiort trace in X generating Y, by Theorem

3.5 of [1i] (Theorem 1.1) 2 is finer than C, and therefore there exists a k < u

suclr tlrat Dx Ç Ct. But this is a contradictiou, as Cr Ç iV and Dk nU I Ø.

The¡efore X is locally compact.
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Suppose that X is not separable. Since á(X) has a ¡ninimum, À(á(X)) has

a ntaxinum. Let ,S denote the maxil¡um of À(á(X)). Assume the uotations

of Tlreorenr 1.8. Norv since for each countable J c I, (l)¿er Xí)* g ,9, we

have oX\X C S, ancì therefole by Lemma 2,2.10 (rvith S and X- beiug the

zero-sets) ive have ,5: X*, which is a contradiction, as X is not d-compact

(see 1.B of [17]). Thus X is locally compact and separable.

The converse is clear as, in this case, the one-point compactification of X

is tlie minimum. . I

By replacing t(X) by ty(X) in the last part of the above proof we obtain

the following result.

2,2.-1,2. Theorern. Let X be a locally compact non-separable rnetrizable space.

Then ty(X) has no mini,mum.

For the purpose of the next results, we ueed the follotving, stated in Lemma

15.17 of [6].

2,2.13. Proposition. Z¿l X be a locallg compact space, let F be a nowhere

dense subset of X, and, let Z be a non-empty zero-set of BX wh.ich misses X.

Then

int¡'(Z\ clB;¡F) I Ø
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2.2,I4. Theorem. Let X be a zero-d,i,mensi,onal locally compact non-separable

rnetrizable space, Then Jor each Y e t(X), there exists an S e €y(X) such

that S > Y. In other words, t¡¡(X) is a cof,nal subset of t(X). Furtherntore,

there is no such greatest S, (in fact there are at least 2ro mutually incomparable

elements oJ €y@) grel,ter than Y ) and if Y i.s not locallg compact, there ts

no such least S .

Prool. Suppose that Y € t(X), and let Z: ),(Y). By Proposition 2.2.18

rve lrave inty. Z I Ø. Now since X is strongly zero-dimensional, (see Theorern

6.2.10 of [7]) there exists a clopen subset V of BX such that ø + V\X ç Z

Let.9 € e6(X) be sucli that XS) : y ñZ:V\X. Then,9 > y. Now since

V O X is non-compact, there exists a discrete family {Ç}"a, of non-empty

open subsets"of V O X. Since X is locally compact and zer.o-dimensional, we

may assume that each Lln is compact, Let u -- U¿<zno N¿, where the sets N¿'s

are almost disjoint and infi¡rite. Fo¡ ¿ < 2No, let At: l)neç,Ç. Then each ,4¿

is a clopen subsets of X and clp¡A"ltclpxAt C X, for s I t. Let SL e €K(X)

be suclr that À(.9¿) : clryAtn Z : Ai C y\X. Clearly ,9¿ > ,S, for eaclr

ú < 2No, and they are mutually incomparable.

Now suppose that Y is not locally compact. Then Z is not clopen in X*

and tlrerefore V\X + Z. By Proposition 2.2.12 we have int¡,(Z\V) # Ø. Let

U be a clopen subset of BX such ttrat ø + U\X Ç Z\V. Then (UUV)\X c Z



is clopen in X* and properly contains À(,S)

2.2.L5, Theorern. Let X be a zero-dimensional locally compact non-compact

metrizabLe space and. let S,T e ê(X). Then S > T xf and, onlg if Jor euery

Y e tK(X), iÍY > S thenY > T.

Proof. One implication is trivial. Suppose that for every Y € €K(X),

Y > S implies Y > T. If À(S)\À(7) I Ø, tbenthere exists an A e Z(BX)

such that A n À(.S) #Ø and An À(") : ø. Now by Proposition 2.2.73, we

have int¡- (,4 n À(5)) I Ø, and thus there exists a clopen subset V of BX such

that Ø I v\X c ,4 n À(S). LetY e ty(X) be such thar À(V) : V\X. Then

Y > ,5, and therefore by our assumptions Y ) ?, But )(Y) nÀ(7) : Ø, rvhich

is a contradiction. Thus À(S)\À(") : Ø and .9 > ?. I

2.2.16, Corollary. Let X be a zero-d,imensional locally compact non-compact

rnetrizable space. Then for ang S e t(X) ue haue

S = A{y €. ,K(X): y > .9}.

In the next two theorems rve investigate the question of existence of greatest

lower bounds and least upper bounds for arbitrary subsets of á¡ç(X) and á(X).

2.2.L7, Lernrna. Let X be u

metrizable space and let Ø I Z

equiualent.

zero-d'imensional locally compact non-compact

€ Z(X.). Then the follouing condttions are

ùù



1) z e À(t(x));

2) There exists an extension trace {Vn} n<, i,n X, consisting of clopen sub-

sets of X, such that Z : ]ln.,V,i.

Proof. That (2) implies (1) is trivial. (1) implies (2). Let {un}n., be

an extension trace in X such that Z : ìn<,Uj. Since X is strongly zero-

dimensional, (see Theorem 6.2.10 of [7]) and for each n 1u, cl¡a[Jn¡1 and

X\Ç are completely separated in X, by Lemma 6.2.2 of [7], there exists a

clopen subset W of X such that cl;a[)n,,1 ç W ç U". Clearb' now {Vn}n<,.,

forms an extension t¡ace in X which satisfies our requirements. I

A Boolean aigebra is said to be Cantor separable if no strictly increasing

sequence lras a least upper bound (see 2.20 of [17]). Proposition 2.22 of [17]

states that the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of a totally disconnected com-

pact space without isolatecl points, in ¡vhich every zero-set is regular'-closed, is

Cantor separable. This will be used in the following theorem.

2,2,18. Theorern, Let X be a locally compact non-compact metrizabLe space.

Then the follouing hold.

1) There rnag erist two elernents in t¡a(X) with no common upper bound,

i,n ty(X);

2) If Yt, ...,h e t ¡ç(X) haue a cornn-Lon upper bound, i,n ty(X) , then\/i=r\
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eústs i.n €x(X);

3) There mag eri,st a sequence i.n t¡1(X) which has an upper bound i,n

ty(X), but does not haue ang least upper bound tn ty(X). In fact, if ue

assume X to be moreouer zero-d,imensional, then for o,nA sequence {Yn}n., in

ta(X) uith Yt 1Yz < ..., {YnI n., has an upper bound in €y(X) but Vn.,Yn

does not exist in ty(X);

Ð IÍYt,...,Y" € ¿K(X), then fyi=rY¿ erists in ê¡a(X);

5) Ang sequence i,n t¡a(X) has a lower bound i,n ex(X);

6) There mag eúst a sequence 'in ty(X) uith no greatest lower bound tn

ty(X) . In fact, if we assume X to be moreouer zero- dimensional, then for any

sequence {h} "., in €ç(X) such that Yt > Yz > ..., /\n.,Yn does not enist i.n

tx(X);

7) There may exist an uncountable fami,ly of elements of €x(X) with no

cornmon Lower bound in êy(X). In Jact, if ue assume X to be tnoreouer

non-separable and. zero-di,mensional, then there erists a subset of ta(X) of

cardinalitg N1, ulzúå no cotnrnon lower bound, i,n t¡¡(X).

Proof. (1), (2) and ( ) are straightforwarcl. 3) Suppose that X is zero-

dimensional and let {Y"}"<, be a sequence in tç(X) such that Yt <Yz < ....

Since the sequence {À(%)},." is decreasing, it has the f.i.p., and therefore

,S : ll,,<, 
^(Y") 

e À(¿(X)). Noiv Proposition 2.2.73 implies that int¡, S I Ø.



But since X is strongly zero-dimensional (see Theorern 6.2.10 of [7]) there

exists a non-empty clopen subset tJ of Xr such that U C ,9. Let A e t1@)

be such that À(A) : U. Then clearly á is an upper bound for {Y"i"., in

á¡¡(X). Now suppose that \/ na,h exists in á¡ç(X) and let Y : V n.,Yn'

Consider the family {À(Y")\À(y)}"<, of non-empty decreasing clopen subsets

of X-. Let T : ì,.,À(h)\À(y) I Ø. Then by Proposition 2.2.13, we have

int x.T I Ø, Let V be a non-empty clopen subset of X* such lhat V c T'

Let À(B) : y U )(y), for some B e tKW) Then since for any n < ø,

V çT c 
^(k), 

B is an upper bound for {h}".,, and therefore B > Y'

Thus V Ç À(B) ç À(Y). But this is a contradiction as V ÇT q X.\À(v).

5) We assume that X is non-separable. Let {Yn}na. be a sequence in

á¡¡(X). Then for each n < a, by Lemrna 6.6 of [11] (Theorem 1.9) we have

À(y") ç øX\X. Assuming the notations of Theorem 1.8, it follows that there

exists a countable J Ç 1 such that for each r¿ < a, 
^(h) 

Ç M*, where

M : l)¡e¡ Xt. Let À(Y) : M*, fot some Y e EK(X)' Then clearlv Y is a

lower bound for the sequence {Y"} ".,.
6) Suppose that X is zero-dinensional and let {Y"}"., be a sequence in

É¡¡(X) with Yt > Yz > .... Suppose tliat Y : l\...h exists in á¡ç(X). First

we assume that X is separable and verify that X* is a totally disconnected

co¡npact space without isolated points in which every zero-set is regular-closed

Clea,rly X* is totally disconnected, as it is zero-dir¡ensional (see Theorem
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6.2.10 of [7]). Since X is Linde]öf, by 3.8.C of [7], it is ø-compacr. By Remark

14.I7 oI [6], tìre Stone-Õech remailrder of any zero-dimensional locally compact

a-conrpact space has no isolated points. Therefo¡e X* does not have any

isolated points. Finally, X being Lindelöfis realcompact. By Theorem 15.18 of

[6], any zero-set of the Stone-Õech remainder of a locally compact realcompact

space is regular-closed. Therefore, every zero-set in X. is regular-closed. Now

since À(Y1) ç À(Y,) ç... ç À(y) (properly), Proposition 2.22 of [12] implies

the existence of an ,5 € B(X.) such tliat À(Y") C S Ç )(y) (properly), for

each n ( a. Let A e EK(X) be such that À(,4) : S, Then clearly á is a lower

bound for the sequence {Yn}n., but A > Y. This contradiction proves our

theorem in this case.

Now suppose that X is nou-separable. B)' Le¡nma 6.6 of [1i] (Theorem

1.9) we have À(Y) Ç oX\X and )(%) Ç øX\X, for any n < ¿¿. Assurne the

notations of Theo¡em 1.8, Then 
^(Y) 

C M- and )(Ç) C Mr, for any n < e,

equivalent compactifications of /14, and rl1 is separ.able, the problem reduces

to the case we considered above.

7) Let X be zero-diurensional. Assurne the notations of Theorem 1.8. Let

J Ç I be such that lJl : Nr, and let {J¡ : k < t"'1} be a pa.rtition of J into

mutually disjoint subsets with lJ¡l : No, for any,b < tr1. For any À < i,-r1,

let Y¡ € Ey(X) be such that À(y*) : (Ure;* X¿)-. We clair¡r that the family



F : {Yn} *.,, has no lower bound in t¡ç(X). Suppose the contrary, and

let Y € ty(X) be a lowel bound for ,F. By Lemma 2.2.17, there exists an

extension ftaceU : {Un}n., in X generating Y such that each Un is a clopen

subset of X. By Lemma 2.2.1, there exists an m < ø such that U"\U"a1 is

compact, for all n ) m. We may assuÌne that m: 1. Let,b ( u1. Then

( u x,)- : À(yr) ç À(y) : ) u; cui
i€J* n<@

and the¡efore

.lB"( U X¡) Ç clpxlltU X : clpx[Jtu U Xu.
iêJ¡ i€I

Now since U1 is clopen in X, clpytJr is clopen in pX, and, tìrerefore there exists

a finite set .L¡. Ç 1 such that

clpx(U X¡) ÇctpaUlu U & c ctpx(tJtu U &).
í€Jr deI,¡ i€L¡

But U1 U Urcto X; is clopen in X, and thus

U x, Ç uru l) xi.
i€J¡ í?L¡

For any fr ( ø¡,let i¡ € JÈ\rÈ. Then X¿* C U1, and therefore l){X¡*: k <..'¡}

being a closed subset of the o-compact set U1 : U"..(U,\U,+1) is Lindelöf.

But this is clearly a cottradiction. This cornpÌetes the proof. I

2,2,1-9, Theorem, Let X be a locally cornpact non-compact metrizable space.

Then the folloui,ng hold.
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1) There may exist tuo elements in t(X) uith no common upper bound, i,n

¿(x);

2) If a sequence in t(X) has an upper bound, in t.(X), then i,t has the least

upper bound, i,n t,(X);

3) If Yt, ".,Y" e e(X), then l1irYi erists i'n t'(X);

l) There may erist 0, sequence i,n t(X) uith no lower bound rn t(X). In

Jact, if ue moreouer assume that u(X) > 2\o, then there eaists a sequence in

t(X) whi.ch does not haue ang louer bound in €(X).

5) There mag eri.st a sequence i,n E(X) which has a louer bound in t(X),

but does not haue any greatest lower bound i.n t(X).

Proof. (1)-(3) are straiglrtforward. 4) Let A denote the set of all increasing

(i.e., /(n) S f @+ 1), for any n < ø) functions / : t., ---+ ø which are not

eventually constant. We first check that lAl : 2x". To shorv this, for each

9 € {0,i}", let fn:u -+ ø be defined by fn("): n+g(n),for any n < u.

Then /,9 e A, and clearly since for distinct g,h e {0,1}", Ín # Í¿, we have

lÀl > ZR" lt is clear that lÂl I 2No, Assume the notations of Tlieo¡em 1.8.

Since ø(X) : l1l I 2No, for simplicity we may assume that 1f Â. For any

n, lc < a, let

Ui :U{x¡ : / e A and Í(k) 3n}

and let L'ln: {Ui}k.,. We verify lhat l,ln is an extension trace in X. By the
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way we defined Uf and since / is increasing we have Ut+, Ç Ui . Suppose that

]tx., Ui * Ø, and let ø € fl¡., Uf . Since for any,b < a, x) e Uf , by definition

of Ui, there exists an /¡ € A such that /¡(fr) ( n and x € X¡u, But si¡rce the

family {X¿}¿6¡ is faithfully indexed and X¿ O Xt : Ø, for distinct i, j € I we

obtain tliat fr: h:...: ¡L Now for any fr < ø, we have å(k) : f¡(k) !n,
which implies å to be eventually consta't, which is a contradiction. Therefore

]t*.,Ui : Ø and eaclt l), is an extension trace in X. Fol any n < ø, let

Y" € t(X) be generated by Lln. We clairn that {yn}n., has no lotver bound

in e(X). So suppose to the contrary that Y € á(X) is such that y S y^,

for any n < u. Let U : {U,}n., be an extension trace in X which generates

Y. Since for any n < ¿r, we are assuming Y < y", by Theorem 3.5 of [11]

(Tlreorem 7.7) Ll^ is finer than l,/. For any n,i < ø,let fri < ø be such that

Ulf Ç U". We can also assume that ki < ki < kî < ..., for any n < ø. We

define a function g : u ---) ¿.,,, as follows.

Let g(i): 1 for i - 1,...,k1,, rvhere ú1 : 1. Inductively assume that for

n 1u, t1 < ... < tn are defined in such a way that

g(i) : rn, for i.: kf---r, + 1,...,kn and m: 7,...,n.

Now since lc!+r q ¡n+t < frã'*t <.,., there exists a I < ø such that frf+l >ftn

and ú ) ún. Let tnal: ú ¿nd define

sU) :n*1, for ¿: Ã'å + 1,,k[i]
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Consider the function g: a -+ ø. Clearly g € A and since for any n < al

g(k],) : n we have Xn Ç Uþ, But since the sequence {ún},"., is increasing,

tn ) n, and therefore k7" > ki. Thus Uf"" Ç Uf,", ivhich combined with the

fact that Uif Ç U" implies that Xs ç tln, for any n < ø. But this is a

contradictiou, as fn.,Un : fi,

5) Let X be non-separable and let {h},., be a sequence in t¡¡(X) such

that Y¡ > Y2 > .... By part (5) of Tlieorern 2.2.18, {y,},<, has a lorver bound

in á(X). Suppose that,4 : An.,ynexists in á(X). Then since for each n < ø,

yn > A, we have À(,4)\À(%) I Ø, andtherefore S : fl".,(À(,4)\,i(Y")) e

^(€(XD. 
By Proposition 2.2.18, there exists a non-empty open subset U of

X- with U c S. Let ø € U and let f € C(X-,I) be such rhar /(r) :
1 and /(X-\U) g {0}. Let T : 

^(A) 
n z(f). Ctearty for eac\ n < a,

)(y") E X-\U q Zff), and rherefore À(y") ç T. Lety € e6) be such

that À(f) : ?. Then since for each n < u,y 1Ç, rve have y < A.

But since r e U c À(,4), this implies rhat ø € )(y) ç Z(f), *,hich is a

contradiction. I

o,r final ¡esult of this section cleals with the cardi'alities of cofinal subsets

or t@).

2.2,2O. Theorern. Let X be a locally compact non-separable metrizable space

and, let F ç ¿(X). If for each Y e E(X) there erzsts an A e î such that
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A <Y, (A) Y, respectiuely) then F is uncountable.

Proof Suppose that for each Y € á(X) there exists an -4 e .F such that

á < Y. Suppose that F : {Y"}".". For each n < a,let S" : À(Ç). Then

by Lemma 6.6 of [11] (Theorem i.g) int""¡(S"\oX): Q. Now since coX is

compact, by the Baire Category Theorem rve have int"ox (U,"<, ,S,,\oX) : Ø,

and tlrerefore coX\l)n., Sn # Ø. Let x € coX\l)a<,,5,.. Then since for each

n<a.r f ,9", there exists a Zne Z(PX) such that r€ZnandZnìSn:Ø.

Let Z : |'n.. Zn. Then since Z\X e Z(X.) is non-empt¡ by Lemrna 2.2.9

rve have Zn(oX\X) lØ. Therefore, using the notations of Theorem 1.8,

forsomecountable J ç 1,1:: ZCt(l)¡ç¡X¡Y +Ø. Let Y € á(X) be

such that À(y) : T. By assumption, Y ) Y¡, for some & < ø, Therefore

S* : À(yr) f À(y) : T. But T n S¡, : ø, rvhich is a contradiction.

To slrow the second part of the theorem, fo¡ each i e I,let Y" e t(X) be

such that À(4) : Xi. Let Ai e F be such that A¡ > Y. Then clearly si'ce

for i.l j, Xi nX;: Ø, we have lFl>l{A':ie I)l: lll:w(X), ¡

2,3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ORDER STRUC-

TURE OF THE SET t¡((X) AND THE TOPOLOGY OF SUB-

SPACES OF BX\X
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In Theolern 5.7 of [11] (Theorem 1.7) the authors proved that for locally

cornpact separable metrizable spaces X and Y whose Stone-Õech remainders

are zero-dirnensional, t¡¡(X) and t.y(Y) are order-isornorpliic if and only if

X- and Y- are homeomorphic. In this section we generalize this result to the

case when X and Y are not separable.

2.3.1. Theorerr,, Let X and, Y be zero-dimensional locallg compact non-

separable ïnetrizz,b¿e spaces and, let aoX : oX U {A} and woy : oy U {e,}

be the one-point compactificati,ons of oX and oY , respecti,uely. If ty(X) and,

êy(Y) are ord,er-isomorphic then woX\X and aoY\Y are homeomorphic.

Proof. Let þ: ta(X) --+ t¡¡(Y) be an order-isomorphism and let 9 : ), e

þo À*1 : 
^x(tx(X)) 

-- 
^y(¿K(Y)). 

We define a fuDction G: ß(uoX\X)--

B(aoY\Y) between the two Boolean algebras of clopen sets, and verify that

it is an order-isomorphism,

Set G(0) : Ø ancl G(uoX\X) : uoY\Y. Let, U e ß(uoX\X). fi U t Ø

and O f U , then U is an open subset of oX\X, and is tlierefore an open subset

of X*. Assurning the notations of Theorem l.B, there exists a countable J C I

such tliat U Ç (U¡r.,X¿)*, and thus U e 
^x@K(X)). 

In this case we let

G(U): s(U). If U I aoX\X and Q € U, then (øoX\X)\U € 
^x(€K(X))

and rve let G(U) : (øøY\r)\g((øoX\X)\U).

To shorv that G is au order-homomorphism, let U,V e 6(øoX\X) with
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U C V. We may assume that U I Ø and V I uoX\X. We consider the

following three cases.

Case 1)If O # y, tlien clearly G(U) : s(U) ç s(V) : C(V).

Case2) Supposethat O l U and Q € y. If c(U)\c(y) lØt\enT:

s(U)ns((uoX\X)\V) + Øandthelefore? € Ày(¿K(y)). Let S e À¡(t¡ç(X))

be such that 9(S) : ?. The¡r since g is an order-isomorphism, we have S C

U n ((øoX\X)\y) : Ø, rvhich is a cont¡adiction. Therefore G(U) ç G(V).

Case 3) If O e U, then since (a,,øX\X)\V c (ooX\X)\U we have

G(U) : (øoY\Y)\e((øox\x)\U) c (øøY\Y)\s((øox\x)\v) : G(v).

This shows that G is an order-homomorphism.

To complete the proof we note that since þ-t : €.y(Y) -- tK(X) is also an

order-isomorphisrn, if we denote å : Àx o ó-r o Àvl, the¡ arguing as above, å

induces an order-homomorphism 11 : ß(aoY\Y) -+ B(uoX\X) and it is easy

to see that H : G-t.

To see that aoX\X is zero-dirnensional, we note that since X is zero-

dir¡ensional locally compact rnetrizable, it is strongly zero-dimensional (see

Theorem 6.2.10 of {71) i.e., BX is zero-dimensional. Thus øX is also zero-

dimensional. But the one-point cornpactification of a locally compact non-

compact zero-dimensional space is again zero-dimensional, therefore aoX and
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thus øøX\X is zero-dimensional. Similarly uoY\Y is also zero-dimensional,

and thus, they are homeomorphic by Stone Duality. I

The following provides a converse to the above theorem under some weight

restrictions. Note that here we are not assuming X and Y to be necessarily

zero-dirnensional.

2.3,2. Theorern, Let X and Y be locallg compact non-separabLe metrzzabLe

spaces. Suppose, rnoreouer, that at least one of X and. Y has ueight greater

than 2\o . Then if aoX\X and, aoY\Y are homeomorphic, t.y(X) and, ty(Y)

are order-isomorphic,

Prool. Without any loss of generality we may assume that 'u,(X) > 2No.

Suppose that / : (oX\X)u iOÌ ---' (of\]z) u {O/} is a homeomorphisni. First

we show that /(O) : O'.

Suppose that /(O) : p, where 7t e oY\Y. Suppose that Il is a countable

subset of J such that p e clpy(UieKY), rvhere Y : Ø¿r¡Y, with each {

being a separable non-compact subspace. Then V : (U¡e¡<li)- is an open

neighborhood ofp in (øY\Y)U{O'}, aud therefore, there exists a neighborhood

W of O in (oX\X) U {Q} such that /(W) c V. Clearly rve nray choose I{ to

be of the form

raz: ((ox\x)u {fi})\clpx([J x,)
ieL
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for some countable Z C 1 (with the notations of Theorem l.8). Let ,42 ::

U¿exY. Theu since M is separable rve have u(clpy A,l) ( 2No. Norv {Xi : i, e

/\I) is a collection of non-empty rnutually disjoint open subsets of W, anð,

tlrus tr.'(tr42) ¿ lll : u(X) > 2No. On the orher hand u.,(W) : wU(W)) <

w(c|p1, M) < 2Ro. This contradiction shorvs that ,/(O) : 4,. Therefore oX\X

is homeomorphic to oY\Y.

Norv suppose that Z € Àx(tr(X)). Then by Lemma 6.6 of [11] (Theorem

1.9) rve have Z a oX\X, aìid thus there exists a countable set ,4 C l such that

Z C clByP, where P : U¡etX¡. But since P* is clopen in øX\X, /(p-) is

clopen in øY\Y, and since it is also compact, there exists a countable set B C

J such that /(P-) ç Q', where Q : U¿eaY. But since Z is clopen in X- , f (Z)

is clopen in oY\Y, a;nd as f (Z) C 8-, it is also clopen in Ç*, and thus clopeu

in Y*, i.e., f Ø) € 
^y(EK(Y)). 

Now we define a funcrion F: À1(ty(X)),-

^y(tK(Y))by 
F(Z) : Í(Z).The functiou F is clearly wetl-defined and it is an

order-homomorphism. Since /-1 is also a homeomorphism which takes O/ to

O, arguing as above, rve can define a function G : Ày(Sy(y)) --+ Ày(t¡¡(X))

by G(Z): f-'Ø), which is clearly the inverse of F. Thus .F' is an order-

isornorphisrn. I

A compact zero-dirnensional F-space of weiglrt 2Ro in which every nou-

empty Gd-set has infinite interior, is called a Parouiðenko space, It is rvell
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knorvn that under [CH] ø* is the only Paroviðenko space (see Corollary 1.2.4

of [16]).

The following theorem is proved (assuming [CH]) in [5], for the case when

X is a disclete space of cardinality N1.

2.3.3. Theorem. [CH] Let X be a zero-dimensional locally cornpact metriz-

able space oJ weight N1. ?åen we haae

(aX\X)u {o} = ø..

Proof. We verify the assumptions of the Paroviðenko Theorem. Let Y :

(dX\X)U {O}. To shorv that Y is an F-space, let .4 and B be disjoint cozero-

sets i¡r Y. Suppose first that O belongs to one of A and B. Without any loss

of generality we may assume that Q e .4. Then since Y\á e Z(Y), using

the notations of Theorem 1.8, we have Y\A C M-, where ,4,1 : l-l¿.7 X¿, and

J C .i'is countable, Noiv M is ø-compact (see 3.8.C of [7]) and tl lul\A4 - M-

is an F-space, (see 1.62 of [17]) thus .4 n ¡,1* aÌÌd B, beiug disjoint cozero-sets

in A[r, arc completely separated in M*. But &1- itself is clopen in Y, thus á

and B are cornpletely separated in Y. Suppose that Q does not belong to any

of ,4 and B. Tlien since A and B are cozero-sets iu Y, they are o-compact, and

tlrerefore as A, B c oX\X, they are cozero-sets in P*, s'here P : l),.x Xr,

for some cou¡ttable K C 1. But as above P* is an F-space, and .4, B being

completely separated in P*, are completely separated in Y.
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Next we show that Y is zero-dimensional of weight N1. For each countable

L C I,let Qt : U¡erX;. Then since Q¿ is sepa.rable, clpxQr has weight at

most N1. Norv since Q¿ is strongly zero-dimensional, (see Theorem 6.2.10 of

[7]) by Theorem 1.1.15 of [7], we can choose a base C¿ consisting of clopen

subsets of Q*7 (and therefore clopen in Y) such that lC¿l < N1. Let

D :U{C" : L C I iscountable} U {f\clB¡çQ¿ : Z Ç I is countable}.

Theu clearly D fo¡ms a base consisting of clopen subsets of Y, and therefore

Y is zero-dimensional of weight -(Y) < N1. But {Xi}¿ç¡ is a set consisting of

disjoint non-ernpty open sets of Y, which shows that zu(Y) : Nr.

Finally, let G be a non-empty G6-set in Y. First suppose Lhat Q ( G,

and let M : U¡e¡ X¿ be such that G fl A[- * Ø, for some countable .I Ç 1.

Now G ll A[* is a non-empty G6-set in A,I- - PM\M. Theorem 1.2.5 of [16]

states that each non-empty G¿-set in the Stone-Õech remainder of a locally

compact o-compact space has infinite interior. Therefore since M is localiy

compact o-compact, G n M. has non-empty interior in 11-. But i1- itself is

open in Y, whicli implies that intyG is infinite. Suppose tliat Q e G. Then we

can rvrite G: Y\U"., C,,, rvhere eacb Cn is a compact subset of øX\X. Let

P : U,r¡ X¡ be such that Uo.,Cn Ç clp¡P, where J Ç l is countable. Choose

a countable K C /\J, and let Q : U¿ex X¡. Then Q- C Y\clp¡P Ç G. But

Q contains a copy ,5 of ø as a closecl subset, and since Q* is open in Y, u,e
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have ø*

proof.

S. ç Qr Ç intyG. Norv Paroviðenko's Theorern completes the

As it is noted in Theorem 5.7 of [11] (Theorern 1.7) for a zero-dirnensional

locally compact non-compact separable metrizable space X, the ansrver to the

question of whether or not á¡ç(X) and á¡ç(ø) a¡e order-isomorphic depends

on rvhich model of set theory is being assumed. In the following rve show

that assuming [CH], if u(X) : N1, then á¡ç(X) and t]r(D(N1)) are order-

isomorphic (liere D(N1) denotes the discrete space of cardinality N1).

2.3,4. Theorem. [CH] Let X and Y be zero-dimensional locallg compact

metrizable spaces of weightsYl. Then t¡ç(X) and ty(Y) are order-i'somorphic.

Proof. By the above theorem, S : (oX\X) U {f¿} - ø*. We claim that O

is in fact a P-point of 5. So suppose that O € Z e Z(S). Then S\Z c oX\X

being a cozero.set in ,S is o-compact, and therefore, assuming the notations

of Theorern 1.8, there exists an At[ : U¿e¡ X¿, where J C 1 is countable, such

that ,9\Z Ç M*. Therefore ,9\clp¡M is a.n open neighborhood of Q contained

in Z. Similarly, Q' is a P-point of 
" 

: (of\Y) U {O'} - ø-. By W. Rudin's

Theorem, under [CH], for any two P-points of ø*, there is a horaeomorphisut

of ø* onto itself which Ììaps one point to another (see Theorem 7.1l of [t7]).

Let / : ,9 --+ ? be a homeomorphism such that /(O) : Q'. Now arguing

as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.2, we ca¡r show tltat t¡ç(X) and á¡ç(Y) are
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order-isomorphic. I

Clearly since a,, Ç D(N1), tr((D(Nr)) contaius an order-isomorphic copy of

á¡ç(t,'). What is more interesting is the converse to this which is the subject

of the next result.

2.3.5. Corollary. [CH] There is an ord,er tsomorphism from ty(D(N¡)) onto

a subset of ty(a). Such an order isomorphism,is neuer onto ty(a).

Proof. Let X : r(Nr). By Theorem 2.3.3, rve have (oX\X) U {O} - øt.

Let / : (øX\X) U {O} -- ø* be a homeornorphism. Let Z e À¡¡(€y(X)).

Then by Lemma 6.6 of [11] (Theorem 1.9) we have Z Ç oX\X, and the¡efore

Z C M., for some countable M ç X. Now Z being clopen in X* is clopen in

M* , and therefore it is clopen in (oX\X) U {O}. Thus /(Z) is a clopen subset

of ø*, i.e., f Ø) e 
^"(€K(ø)). 

Let F : À1a(€y(X)) -+ À,(t¡ç(a)) be defined

by F(Z) : f (Z), Then F' is clearly an order-iso¡norphism of À¡(ár¡(X)) onto

its image.

To shorv the second part of the theorem, we note that by Theorem 2.2.12,

á¡¡(X) has no minimum rvhereas t¡ç (a.,) does. I

'We 
summarize the above ¡esults in the follorving theorem.

2,3,6, Theorern. Let X and, Y be zero-dimen.sional locøllg conpact non-

separabLe n¿etri.zable spaces. Then cond,ition (1) implies the others.



1) ¿K(X) and ¿,K(Y) are order-isornorphic;

2) Z(aoX\X) and, Z(aoY\Y) are order-isomorphic;

3) The Boolean algebras of clopen sets B(øzX\X) and B(uoY\Y) are

ord,er-i,somorphi.c;

I aoX\X and, uoY\Y are homeomorphic.

Furthermore, if at least one of X and Y has weight greater than 2\o , then the

aboue conditions are equiualent. If ue assurne lCHl, then the aboue cond'iti'ons

are all equi,u alent.

2.4. oN A SUBSET ¿s(X) OF t(X)

In this section rve intloduce a subset á5(X) of á(X) and investigate its prop-

erties and its relation to the sets t¡(X) and É(X) introduced before.

2,4.1. Definition, For a locally compact non-separable metlizable space X,

let

Ss6) : {Y : Xu{p} e t(X) : phas a separable neighborhood in Y}.

2.4.2, Theorern, For a locallg compact non-separable metri'zable space X we

haue

Ss6): {Y: X U{p} e E(X):p has ao-compactnei'ghborhoodinY}



Prool. Suppose that p lias a ø-cornpact neigliborhood W iny : XU{p} e

á(X). Then W being a union of countably many compact (and therefore

separable) subsets is separable, aDd so y € ts(X).

To show the converse, lef, {Un}na, be the extension trace in X correspond-

ing to Y : X tl{p} € ¿s(X). Then there exists a fr < ø such that V : UrU{p}

is separable. Norv since U¡ is locally compact and separable, it is ø-compact

(see 3.8.C of [7]). I

In the following we first cha¡acterize the elements of ás(X) in terms of

their corresponding extension traces.

2.4,3. Lemma . Let X be a locallg compact non-separabLe metrizable space

and, Let Y : X U {p} € t(X). Then the Jollowing conditions are equiualent.

1)Y ets(X);

2) For euery ertens'ion trace î,,! : {Un}n., in X generating Y , there erists

a lc < u such that for euery n / le , cIy[Jn\Un¡ i,s o-compact;

3) There enists an e:¡:tension trace 1,1 : {Un}n., in X generatàng y, such

that for euery n 1 w, clyUn\Un.,"1 is o-compact.

Proof. (1) i,m,plies (2). Suppose that Y : X ¿ {p} € ás(X), and ler

{Un}n., be an extension trace in X which generates Y. Since p has a ø-

compact neighborhood in Y, there exist a À < ø such that cl¡U¡ U ip) is



o-compact, and therefore clyUn\Un¡1 is ø-courpact, for every n > fr. Thai (2)

implies (3), and (3) inplies (1) are trivial. t

The next result shorvs horv ás(X) is related to €y(X).

2,4,4. Theorem, Let X be a locally compact non-separable metrizable space.

Then we haue

¿s6) : {Y e t(X) :Y > S for some S € ¿K6)).

Prool. Suppose that Y e t(X) and let S e á¡¡(X) be such that Y à ,5.

Let U : {Un} n., and V : {W} ".. be extension traces in X, correspouding

toY : X Uip) and S : Xu {q}, respectively. Since S e tK(X), there exists

ann<a such that clyV, U {q} is compact. Since Y > S,U is finer than l/,

and tlrerefore there exists a It < a such that U* Ç V". Now since

cl¡u ¡ : u (d"u* n (cl¡I{\I{*1 )),

tlre set cl¡tl¡ U {p} is a ø-compact neighborhood of p in Y , i.e., Y e ts(X).

For the conve¡se, lef Y € ts(X) and let U : {Un}n., l¡e an extension

tr¿ce in X generating Y, rvith clxU"\U,+r being ø-con.rpact fo¡ all n < ø.

Since cl¡U1 : U"<,(clxU,\U,+t), we have )(Y) Ç clpsçUt C øX, and thus

Y > ,9 for some S e á¡¡(X). I

Tlre following describes ás(X) order-tìreoretically as a subset of t(X).
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2.4.5. Theorem. [2Nr > 2no] Let X be a locally compact non-separable

metri,zable space and let S e t(X). Then S e ¿s(-X) ú and, onlg iJ

l{vet(x):Y>.9}l<2N0.

Proof Suppose that,9 € á(X) is such that l{Y e t(X):y >.9}l < ZHo.

Then arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.6 we have À(S) C oX , and

therefo¡e 5 > ?, for some ? € ár(X). Thus by Theorern 2.2.4 S e Es(X).

Conversely, if S € ts(X), then by Theorem2.2,4, there exists aT e ta(X)

suclr tlrat ,5 ) T. Now the result follows a.s by the pr.oof of Theorem 2.2.6 we

have l{Y e t(X): Y>?}l < zN". I

Next we find the image of ás(X) under ). This will be used in the subse-

quent results,

2.4.6. Theorem. Let X be a locally compact non-separable metrizable space.

Then we haue

À(¿s(X)) : {Z e Z(uoX\X) : a 4 z}\{Ø}

Proof. LetY e ft(X). Then there exists an S e ¿K6) such that y > .9,

and thus À(y) ç À(,9) c oX. Now since À(S) is clopen in øoX\X, r.e have

À(Y) e z(aox\X).

ConverselS', suppose thaf Ø # Z e Z(aoX\X) and O f Z. Then since

Z c oX\X, we have Z ç 
^(S), 

for some S e €K(X). Thus Z: À(Y) for



some Y >,5, i.e., Y € |s(X)

Conrbined rvith Theorem 2.2.7, the follorving theorem shows that rvhen-

ever w(X) ) 2No, the sets É(X), á1¡(X) and ás(X) have rhree distinct order

structures,

2,4,7 . Theorem, Let X be a locally compact non-separable metrizable space.

Then €y(X) and, $(X) are neuer ord,er-isotnorphic. If moreouer w(X) > 2n',

then t(X) and ts(X) are neuer ord.er-zsomorphic.

Proof. "lhe first part of the theorern follorvs from an argument similar to

that of Theorem 2.2.7.

To show the second part, suppose that þ : t(X) -- á5(X) is an order-

isomorphism. By part (4) of Theorem 2.2.19, there exists a sequence {Y^},.,

in á(X) with no lower bound in á(X). For each n < u,let,9" e á¡r(X) be such

tlrat .9,, < /(f") (see Theorem 5.4). Then by part (5) of Theorem 2.2.79, the

sequence {S"}"., and therefore the sequence {ó(Y")} "., has a lower bound

in ty(X), in contradiction to our assurnptions. I

For a point ø in a space X , w@, X) is the smallest weight of an open

neighborhood of ø in X.

2.4.8. Lemma. [2n' > 2xo] Let X be a locallg cornpact non-separable metri,z-

able space. Then the set oX\X consists of eractlg those elements r €. X* for



uh'ich w(r, X.) < 2No .

Prool. Assume the notations of Theorem 1.8. Let r e øX\X. Then

.x e lvI-, where M :U¿e¡X¡, for some countable J C 1. Since Mis separable,

we lrave w(ltí-) < 2xo.

Conversely, suppose that ø € X* is such thatw(r,X.) ( 2No. Suppose that

t. ( oX. Let V be an open neighborhood of r in X* such that u.r(cl.¡¡. V) < 2ìì0,

Let / € C(Xr,Ð be such that /(ø) : 0 and /(X-\y) Ç {1}. We show rhar

there exists a Z e À@(X))such thar Z ç S : Z(J) and Z\oX fØ. Since

S € Z (X.), by Lemrna 4.2 of [11] (Theorem 1.2) there exists a regular sequence

of open sets U : {U,}^., in X such that ,9: 1,.,U}. Let

L:{ieItXinaUt+Ø}.

We consider the following two cases.

Cøse .1/ Suppose that .L is countable. Let for each n 1 u,Vn: [Jn\l)¡et Xi.

Then since

)u":0 u"tu¿:ø,
n<u n<a iaL

the sequence V : {Vr}n.. is an extension trace in X. Now for each n ( ø,

rve have

u;: (u"n u x,). u (u"\ u x¿). Ç (ox\x)uvl
ieL ieL
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and therefore since u € ,S : f-ì,,<, Ui\oX, rve have r e ltn<,V;. Let Z :

ln.,Vi € À(¿(X)). Then clearly Z Ç S and Z\oX I Ø.

Case 2/ Suppose ihat -L is uncountable. Let {Lnlrn., be a partition of .L

into mutually disjoint uncountable subsets. For each n < a,Iet

W: un n U{¿ : i' e Lnu L,+tl .")'

Then V : {W} ^., is an extension tra¿e in X, We verify that for eaclt n < u,

c\pyV^\o X * Ø. For otherwise' if for some fl 1 a, clpxW C oX, then

clpxVn Ç clpy(tJ¡¿¡¡ X¿), for some countable H C I , and therefore l/,' Ç

U¿ra Xo, which is a contradiction, as each .L,, is choseu to be uncountable'

By conrpactness of BX, we have l-l'.,(clp¡V"\o X) + Ø. In this case, let

Z :: l)n.,V] e À(S(X)). Then clearly Z c S and Z\oX I Ø'

Let A e á(X) be such that Z: 
^(A). 

By Theorem 2.4'6, A É ts6)

and thus by Theorem 2.4.5, l{Y e t(X) : Y > A}l > 2No. Lemma 15 19 of

[6] states that for a o-compact space T with tu(?) I 2Ro, rve have lO(?)l I

2No. Now applyi¡g this to cl¡.V, rve obtain lz(clr¡,v)l ( 2No, rvhich is a

co¡rtradiction. Tliis proves our lemma. I

2.4.9, Theorem, [2N' > 2xo] Let X and Y be locallg compact non-separable

metri.zable spaces. If Xr and Y* are homeontotphic, then ft(X) and ts(Y)

are ord,er-is omorphic.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.4.8 any homeomolphism between X* and Y* induces

a horneomorphism between oX\X aud oY\Y. Now the proof is completed by

a slight modification of the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.3.2. I

2,4.10. Theorern. Let X and, Y be locallg cornpact non-separable metrizable

spaces and, let aoX : oX L) {A} and aoY : oy U {O'} be the one-poi,nt

compactif,cations oJ oX and oY , respecti,ueLg. If ¿s6) and, ts(Y) are ord,er-

i,somorphi,c, then uoX\X and uoY\Y are homeomorphzc.

Proof. Let $ : ),y(|s(X)) ---, )y(ts(Y)) be an order-isomorphism. We

extend / by letting ó(Ø) : Ø. We define a function tþ : Z(uoX\X) --

Z(uoY\Y) and verify that it is an order-isomorphism.

For Z e z(aox\X),with Q # Z, Iet þ(Z) : ó(Z).

Now suppose that Z € Z(uoX\X) and O € Z. "Ihen (øoX\X)\Z, being

a cozeÌo-set in øoX\X, can be written as (øoX\X)\Z :0,<, Zn, where for

eaclr n < ø, Zn e Z(aoX\X) and O f Zn, and thus by Theorem 2.4.6, Zn €.

Àx(ts(X)). We clairn that lJn., þ(2,) is a cozero-set in c,.,oY\Y. To show

tliis, let Y : @rr¡Y, with each )j being a separable noÌl-compact subspace.

Since for each n < a, ó(2") C oY\Y, there exists a countable .L Ç J such

thalt)n.,þ(Z,) Ç (Ur.¿yr)- : ó(A), for some A e 
^x@s(X)). 

We shorv

that þ(A ì Z) : ó(A)\U^.,ó(2,). Since for each n < a, At Z t\ Z, : Ø,

we have ó(A n Z) 1' ó(2") : Ø, and therefore ó(A ì Z) ç ó(A)\U"., ó(2").



To shorv tlre converse, let c € ö(A)\U"., ó(2"). Since for each n I Ø,

r ç ö(Z"),tlrereexists a"B e Z(uoY\Y) such that ø € B, and for each n < t,_r,

Bnó(2"): Ø. lf " 4 óØìZ),then there exists aC e Z(uoY\Y) such

that r € C andC 1,þ(AìZ):Ø. Consider D: ó(A)nBnC € )y(¿s(y)),

and let E € Àx(ás(X)) be such that ó(E): D. Then since for each n < ø,

ó(E)nó(2"): Ø, u'e have Er-l Zn:Ø, and therefore E Ç Z. On the other

hand since ó(E) ç /(A), we have -E C á and thus E ç An Z. Therefore,

ó(E) ç ó(A n Z), which implies f(E) : Ø, as þ(E) c C. This cont¡adicrion

shows tìrat t e ó(A ñ Z), ard the¡efore ó(A n Z) : d(,4)\ U"." d(2"). Now

since þ(,4) is clopen in øY\Y, we have

(øoY\Y)\ U óØ") : (d(.4)\ UóQ"Du((øør\r)\/(,a))
n<t¿ n<tJ)

: ó(An z)u ((uoY\y)\d(¿)) e z(aoy\y)

and our clairn is verified. In this case we defrie tþ(Z) : (øoY\Y)\ u,., ó(Zn).

Next we show that ry' is well defined. So assume another representation for

Z, i.e., suppose that Z : (øoX\X)\1.J".,.9n, with S" e À¡(ás(X)) U {Ø},

for all r¿ < ø. Suppose that l)n., þ(Zn) I U^.,/(S,). Without any loss

of generality we may assume that U,., ó(2")\U,., ó(5") # Ø. Let c €

U*.,ó(Z^)\U,.,ó(5,). Let m < ø be such that u € /(Z-). Then since

r I U,.,þ(S"), there exists an A e Z(aoY\Y) such that x € A a¡d Aì

U,.,ó(5"): Ø. Consider Aìö(Z*) € Ày(¿s(y)). Let B € À¡(Ss(X)) be



such that Ö(B): A1'ó(Z*).Since f(B) C A,we have BO,S": Ø, for all

n < ø. But B C Zm Ç Un., Zn : Ur<, Sn, which implies B: Ø, rvhich is a

contradiction. Therefore Un., ó(2,) : U,<, d(,9, ), and tlÌus ry' is well defined.

To prove that ry' is an order-isomorphism, let S, Z e Z(aoX\X) rviih

,9 Ç Z. Assume that S I Ø. We consider the following three cases.

Cøse f/ Suppose that O Ç. Z. Then 
'/(S) 

: d(S) ç ë(Z) :',þ(Z)

Case 2) Suppose that O f .9 and O e Z. Let Z: (aoX\X)\Un.,Zn,

with Zn € Àx(¿s(X)) U {Ø}, for all n < a. Theu since SÇZ,foreachn<u,

we have S ì Zn -- Ø, and therefore ó(S) n ó(2"): Ø. We have

,þ(S):ó(S) c (øøY\Y)\ U óØ"):.,þ(z).
n<u

Cøse 3/ Suppose that O € ,S and let

2 : (uoX\X)\l) Z^ aú. s: (øøX\X)\LJ s,

wlrere for eaclr n < a, S,,,Zn € Àx(¿s(X)) U{Ø}, Since S Ç Z we ha've

l)n., Z, C U,,., Sn, and so ,5 : (øo'X\X)\ un.,(SnU Zn). "lhereTore

tþ(s) : (aoY\Y)\ U (d(s'') u ó(2")) Ç (øøY\Y)\ U óØ") :,þ(z)
¡L<ø n<A

and thus ry' is an order-homomorphism.

To slrorv that r/ is an order-iso¡norphism, rve note that þ-t : Ày (ts(Y)) --

Àx(¿s(X)) is an order-isomorphism. Let 1 : Z(øoY\Y) -'+ Z(uoX\X) be its



induced order-homomorphism defined as above. Then it is straightforward to

see that 1 : 1þ-t, i.e., ry' is an order-isomorphism and thus Z(øoX\X) and

Z(aoY\Y) are order-isomorphic, which irnplies that uoX\X and øoY\Y are

homeomorphic. I

The next result is tlie converse of the above theorem under some rveight

restrictions.

2.4.11. Theorem, Let X and Y be locally compact non-separable metrizable

spaces. Suppose moreoaer that at least one oJ X and Y has weight greater

than2ro. LetaoX and, uoY be as i,n the aboue theorem. Then i.f aoX\X and

uoY\Y are homeomorphic, t6(X) and ts(Y) are ord,er-isomorphi'c.

Proof. This follorvs by a slight modification of the proof of Theorem

2.3.2. I

'We summarize the above theorems as follows.

2,4,L2, T}reo¡em. Let X and, Y be locally compact non-separable metrizable

spaces. Suppose rnoreouer that at least one of X and Y has we'ight greater than

2\o. Then the follouing conditions are equ'iualent.

1) 8s6) and ts(Y) are order-isornorphic;

2) Z(aoX\X) and Z(aoY\Y) are order-isornorphi,c;
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3) aoX\X and aoY\Y are homeomorphic.

Comparing Theorer:rs 2.3.6 and 2.4.12, tve deduce that for zero-dimensional

locally compact non-separable metrizable spaces X and Y, such that at least

one ofthem has weight greater than 2No, ¿s(X) and ás(Y) are order-isomorphic

if and only ff ¿K(X) and t¡a(Y) are. It turns out that even more is true.

2.4.13. Theorern. Let X and Y be zero - dimensi,onal locallg compact non-

separable metrizable spaces and let f : t¡a(X) - €x(Y) be an order-isomorphism.

Then there eri,sts an order-isomorphism F : ts(X) --', €6(Y) such that FI¿K(X) :

Í.

Proof. Let g : ÀvoÍ"\xt : Ày(€y(X)) --+ Ày(t¡ç(Y)) and,G : ß(aoX\X) --+

B(."oY\Y) be as defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1. Then as is shown

tliere, G is an order-isomorphism, and since uoX\X and øoY\Y are zeto-

dimerrsional, there exists a homeomorphism / : øoX\X -- aoY\Y such that

ó(U): G(U), for any U e ß(øoX\X). Let H: Àx(ts(X)) -ì Ày(¿s(y))

be defined by H(Z) : ó(Z). We verify that 11 is a well-defined order-

isomorphism.

First rve note that d(0) : Q'. For otherwise, if þ@) : Q', for some

r f O, then since ø € øX\X, assuming the notations of Theorem 1.8, we

have ø € (Ur.¿ X,)- : U, for some countable .L c 1. Norv since U is clopen

in øoX\X, rve have ó(U): G(U), and by the way rve defined G, G(U):
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s(U) Ç 
^y(¿K(Y)). 

But this implies n' : ó(n) € ó(U) e Ày(á¡¡(Y)), which

is a contradiction. Therefore d(O) : O'.

Now suppose that Z e À:y(t5(X)). Then by Theorem 2.4.6, Z e Z(uoX\X)

and 0 I Z, Thercforc þ(Z) \s a zero-set in øoY\Y such that A' ( þ(Z). 'lhis

shows that .FI is rvell-defined, By the way we defined 11, it is clearly an order-

isomorphisrn. Norv let U e 
^x(ïK(X)). 

Then since U e B(uoX\X), we have

H(U) : ó(U) : C(U), But by definition of G, siuce O ç U, G(U) : s(U),

and therefore H(U) : g(U),i.e, Hl^x(€K6D: 9. Norv let F : Àvro//oÀx :

¿s(X) -- ás(Y). Clearly F is an order-isomorphisur and by definition of g, for

any,4 e ty (X), we have F(A) : Àtt o H o )'¡(A) : Àvl o g o Àa(A) : Í (A),

i.e., Flty(X) : / and the proof is complete. I

The next result gives an orde¡-theoretic characterization of á¡¡(X) as a

subset of ts(X).

2.4.L4, Theorern. Let X be a locallg compact non-separable metrizable space.

For a set F ç ¿s6) consi,der the folloui,ng condi,tions,

1) For each A e ts(X), there erists a B e F such that B < A;

2) For each A,B € F such that A 18, there erists aC e F such that

B AC : A, and, B and C haue no conúnon upper bound i,n ts(X).

Then the set ty(X) i,s the largest (wi,th respect to set-theoreti,c inclusion) subset
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of {5(X) satislAi,ng the aboue cond,iti,ons.

ProoJ. We first check that |y¡(X) satisfies the above conditions. Condition

(1) follo*'s from Theorem 2.4.4. To show that condition (2) holds for á¡ç(X),

suppose ï,hat A,B €. tK(X), rvith.4 < B. Let )(C) : À(,4)\À(B), for some

C €eK(X). ClearlyC >.4, andif y € ts(X) issuchthatC ) Y and

B > Y, then A ) Y. Tìrus A: B A C. It is clea¡ that B and C have no

comnron upper bound in ás(X).

Now suppose that î C ás(X) satisfies conditions (t) and (2). Let Y e F.

Tlren by Theorem 2.4.6, we have À(Y) Ç oX\X. Assume the notations of

Theoren, 1.8. Then À(y) Ç (U¿..¡ X')- : À(A) (properly), for some countable

J Ç 1. Using condition (1), let B € F be such tìrat B < A' Then since

Y > B by condition (2) there exists a C € .F such that YAC: B and

Y,C have no common upper bound in ás(X). Let D €. á5(X) be such that

À(r) : )(y) U À(C). Then siuce D <Y and D 1C we have D ( B. Also

since Y ) B and C ) B, we have À(B) f À(r), and therefore B: D. Norv as

Y and C have no upper bound in common )(y) n À(C) : Ø, and therefo¡e as

À(v) : À(,4)\(À(,4) n À(c)), )(Y) is a clopen subset of X*. Thus Y e ¿K(X)

and therefore F ç lK(X). t

2.4.15. Theorern, Let X and, Y be locally cornpact non-separable mett-tz-

able spaces. Then Jor ang ord,er-'isomorphism þ : ts(X) -+ ts(Y) ue haue
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ó(tx(xÐ : tx(Y).

Proof. Let F : ö(¿x(X)). Then it is easy to see that f satisfres the

conditions of Theorem 2.4.14, and thus since t¡¡(Y) is tÌ:e largest subset of

ás(Y) satisfying these conditions we have F ç ¿K(Y). The reverse inclusion

holds by symmetry. I

The following result is analogous to Theorern 4.4, replaciug t¡¡ (X) ancl

tç(Y) by ás(X) and áe(Y), respeciively.

2,4.16. Theorem. [CH] Let X anri Y be zero-dimensional locallg compact

metnzable spaces of weights N1. ?åen Es(X) and, ft(Y) are order-àsomorphzc.

Proof. By Theorem 2.3.4, €K(X) and á¡ç(Y) are order-isomorphic. The

result now follows as by Theorem 2.4,13 every such order-isomorphism can be

extended to an order-isomorphism of ás(X) onto á5(Y). I

The following example shows that zero-dimensionality canuot be omitted

from Tlreorenrs 2.4.76 and 2.3.4.

2,4,17. Example. Lel X : D(N1) and Y : O¿<,, {, I'here for each

i < at, Y : R. Suppose that ts(X) and ts(Y) are order-isornorphic, and

let þ: ts(X) "+ ts(Y) denote an order-isornorphism. By Theorern 2.4.15,

ölex6) : €y(X) -- t.K(Y) is also an order-isomorphism. Let j < ø1 and let
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r e €K(X) be such that À(7) : yi. Let ,5 € ta(X) be such that ó(S):7.

Then since tìre number of clopen subsets of Yr.* : ¡1* is finite, there are only

finitely many A e €y(X) such that A > S, rvhich is a contradiction, as

Àx(,9) Ç D* = u*, for some countable D C X, and there are ir:finitely many

clopen subsets of )¡(S) each corresponding to an element A e ta(X) witlt

A>5, I

In Theorems 2.2.6 and 2.4.74, we characterized á¡¡(X) among the subsets

of €(X) and ás(X), respectively. In the following we give a characterizatiou

of ft(X) among the subsets of á(X) which contain á¡(X).

2.4.18, Theorern. LetX be a zero-ditnensional locally com,pact non-separable

metrizabLe space. Then the set €s(X) is the smallest (wzth respect to set-

theoretic i,nclusi.on) subset of t(X) uhich contai,ns ty(X) and, has the property

that'it contains the least upper bound (in e@)) of eaery sequence'in ty(X)

which has an upper bounded.'in t(X).

Proof. Using Theorern 2.4.4, \t can be seen that the set ás(X) contains the

least upper bound (in á(X)) of every sequerÌce n t¡ç(X) which has ân upper

bounded in á(X).

Norv suppose that t¡¡(X) C F ç ás(X) satisfies the conditions of the

theorer¡. Let Y e ás(X). By Lemma 2.2.17, we have À(y) : f-1,,., Uj, for

some extension trace {Un} n., in X cousisting of clopen subsets of X. Since
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Y e ts(X), by Theorern 2.4.4, Y ) ,9 for some ,g € á¡ç(X). Now for any

n < ø, ,\(^9) n Uj is a clopen subset of X*, and therefore À(S) n U; : À(Y"),

for sorne Y" e tK6). Clearly for any n < ø, )(Y) ç )(%), aud thus y >y".

Tlrerefore Y : Yn.rYn, and thus by assumption Y e F, which shows that

,s(x) ç î' I

2.5. SOME CARDINALITY THEOREMS

In tìris section we obtain some theo¡ems on the cardinality of the sets á6(X)

and t(X). By modifying the pr.oofs, similar results can be obtained on the

cardinality of the set ás(X),

2.5.1. Theorem. Let X be a locallg con¿pact non-compact metrizable space.

Then ue haue

It(X)l:2-{x).

Proof. First suppose that X is separable. By Theorern 5.3 of [11] (The-

orem 1.4) á(X) and Z(X-)\{Ø} are order-anti-isomorphic. Since X is non-

compact, it contains a copy M of ø as a closed subset, and therefore since

w* - clpy lvtl\|t(, we nìay assume that u* C X*. But ø* is z-embedded in X*

and therefore

l¿6)l: lz(x.)l > lz(".)l:2t10 :zu(x)
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Now suppose that X is non-separable and assume the notations of Theorem

1.8. Clearly lll: u(X). For each tí e 1, Iet {Ui,} "., be an extension trace in

X¿. For each non-ernpty J C 1 and each z < u,let V! : U;.¡14. Then it is

easy to see that V¡ : {Vi}"., is an extensiol trace in X and yJ¡ and yr, are

non-equivalent f.or J1 I J2. Thus in this case lt(X)l > lP(I)l:2-{x\.

Finally, we note that to every extension Í,rare {Un}n.,in X, there cor-

responds a sequeuce {Bn} n., of subsets of B, rvhere B is a base for X of

cardinality ti.,(X), in such a way tha.t (Jn : UB^, for all n < ø. Since the

numbe¡ of such sequences does not exceed lP(B)lNo : zu(x) | it follorvs that

2-6) > lá(X)1, and thus combi¡red with above, this implies that equality

holds. I

By a known result of Tarski, for any infinite set .Ð, there is a collection

,4 of subsets of .Ð such that l"4l : lElNo, lÁl : No for any.4 € ,4, and the

intersection of any two distinct elenents of,4. is finite (see Theo¡em 2.1 of

[10]). \ ê use this in the follorving theo¡em.

2.5.2. Theorem, Let X be a locallg compact non-cotnpact metrizable space.

Then we haue

l€K(X)l < r(x)no.

Furthermore, if X is non-separable or zero-damensional, then equality hold,s.
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Let

Proof. Let Y e |K(X). Then by Lemma 2.2.1, there exists an extensiou

trace U : {Un} n., in X wliich geneÌates Y, and cl¡Ç\U"a1 is compact for

all n < u. Let B be a base in X with l8l : u(X), and let U¡ : X. Then since

for all n < a, clyUn\Ur¡¡ is a compact subset of the open set U,,-1\cl¡U,,a2,

it follows that there exists a &n < ø and C?,...,Ci" € B such that

clxU,\U"+r ç Ci U ... U Ci" ç U"-r\clxU"+2.

%: Ü"l'uÜ'cl*'u '
i=1 i=I

Then clearly V, Ç u,-t. On tlie othe¡ hand since l,,.,Un: Ø, it follows from

cl¡aU¡\tJ¡¡1 çU!!rC!' i : n,n * 1,... that clx[Jn Ç Ç. Now V : IVn)..,

is an extension trace in X equivalent toU, and therefore Y is also generated

by V. So to each Y e ty(X),, there corresponds a sequence {{Cî}!:r}"."

rvhich consists of finite subsets of 6. Since the number of such sequeuces is

not greater than zr(X)No, we have ltrc6)l < ri,(X)No.

For the second part of the theorem we considel the following two cases.

Case "1) Suppose that X is separable and zero-dimensional. By Proposition

5.1 of [1i] (or 3.8.C of [7]) X : Un<,Cn, where each C,. is open with compact

closure in X, and cl¡C" c C'"11 for all n < u. Let Un : X\clxO" Then

clearly U : {Un} r., is an extension trace in X. By Lemma 2.2.17 we can
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choose an extension trace V : {Vn}n., cousisting of clopen subsets of X

equivalent to U. For each n < ø, there exists a ,k,, such f,hat Uu, Ç V,

and so X\V" Ç X\Ur" : clxCx.. Therefore X\Ç a¡d thus Vn\Çar is

compact. Let D1, D2,... be distinct non-enpty sets of the forrn Ç\Ça1. Now

let {N¿}r.2r,o be a partition of ø into infinite almost disjoint subsets. For

¿ < 2Ro let N, : {n\, n!2,...}, where 
"1. 

I "!, 
for distinct'i, j < a, and let

ù: {D"L U D,,'*, U }l<,

which is an extension trace of clopen subsets of X. Clearly each )¿ is corre-

sponding to an eiement of t¡¡(X), and since the correspondiug members of

€.¡a(X) are distinct we have lf¡ç(X)l > 2N".

Case 2) Srppose that X is not separable and assume the notations of The-

orem 1.8. By Tarski's Theorem, there exists a collection ,7 of subsets of 1,

with l.7l : lllNo : u;(X)No and lJl : No, for every J € J, such that the

intersection of any two distinct elemenis of .7 is finite.Fo¡ each J € J,let

Yr e ¿K(X) be such that )(Y7) : (U¿e.¡Xr)-. Then {Y7 : J e J} is a collec-

tion of distinct elements on ty(X) and therefore lt16)l > ?r(X)No. I

2.6. soME QUESTIONS

Assume [CH]. Let X and Y be ze¡o-dimensional locally compact non-separable
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metlizable spaces. Suppose that d : t(X) -t á(Y) is an order-isonorphisn.

Then, since ó(|R(XD satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2.6, by maxi

mality of ê6(Y), we have þ(tç(X)) C tK(Y), and therefore by symmetry

ó(txØD : ¿¡rV). Thus ár(X) and á¡(Y) are order-isomorphic. Note

tliat in proof of Theorem 2.3.1, using its notations, we could define a home-

omorphism f : uoX\X ---¿ uoY\Y such that f (U) : G(U), for any U e

ß(aoX\X). Therefo¡e since for any countable J ç I, Qt É S(Qt) : C(Qt) :

/(Ç7), rve have /(O) : Q' and thus /l(øX\X) : øX\X ---+ oY\Y is a home-

omorphisn. In other words, having t(X) and á(Y) order-isomorphic implies

that oX\X and oY\Y are homeomorphic. We do not know if the converse

also holds. More plecisely

2.6.1. Question. Let X be a locally compact non-separable metrizabLe space.

Is there a subspace of X- (in parti,cular X- itsetf ) whose topology d'etermines

and is d,etermined. by the order structure of the set t(X)?

2,6,2. Question. Let X and Y be zero-d'¿mensional locallg compact non'

separable metrizable spaces. Is euery order-isomorphi,srn 1þ : tK(X) --: ty(Y)

ectendable to one Jrom t(X) onto €(Y)? Are at least t(X) and E(Y) order-

isomorphic?

It turns out that the above trvo questions are related in the following way.

Suppose that for every zero-dilnensional Iocally compact nou-separable metriz-
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able spaces X and Y, any order-isomorphisn $ : S(X) -) eV), induces a

honreomorphism f : X. --+ Y*, in such a way that for every T e Ày(S(X)),

/(7) : Ày o go À;t(?). Ler X : ,(Nr) and y : (E¿.,,X, rvtrere fo¡

each ii < ø1, { is the one-point compactification of ø, Then by Tlieorern

2.3.4, under ICH), tK(X) and t¡¡(Y) are order-isomorphic. Suppose thar

t(X) and t(Y) are order-isomorphic, and let þ and f be as defined above.

Then as the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 sliorvs, there exists a non-empty zero-set

Z e Z(Y.)\Ày(á(Y)) such that int-y(Z\oY) : Ø. Bv Lemma 2.4.8, we have

/(x-\øx) : Y-\oY and therefo¡e int""x(/-t(z)\oX): Ø. By Theorem 6.3

of [11] (Theorem 1.0) this implies that f -,(Z) e 
^x(¿(X)), 

rvhich clearly cou-

tradicts our assumptions. Therefore, in some ways the answers to the above

two questions cannot both be positive,



CHÀPTER

3

One-point Tychonoff extensions
of locally compact spaces

The purpose of this chapter is to study the orde¡ structure of various sets of

one-point extensions of a locally compact space X. This includes, in partic-

ular, the one-point locally compact extensions, the one-point Õech-complete

extensious, the one-point Lindelöf extensions and the one-point pseudocom-

pact extensions among others.

In Section 3.1 we define certain sets of one-point extensions. \A/e then

establish an order-isomorphism p from the set of all one-point extensions of

a locally compact space X onto the set of all non-empty closed sr¡bsets of

X*. We find the image under ¡l of sorne of the sets of ole-poiut extensions

introduced before, and as a result, we shol that the order structure of so¡ne

of them determines and is determined by the topology of the space X*.

In Section 3.2 rve obtain some results relating the orde¡ structure of sets

of one-point extensions of X and the topology of subspaces of X*, under the



extra assurnption of paracompactness of X.

Section 3.3 deals with the order theoretic reìatior.rs between various sets of

one-point extensions of a locally cornpact space X.

In Section 3.4 we find sufficient conditions that some ofthe sets of one-point

extensions admit ¡naximal or minimal elements.

In section 3.5 we find a lower bound for cardinalities of two of the sets of

one-point extensions introduced before.

And finally, in Section 3.6, rve define an order-isomorphism from tlie set of

all Tychonoff extensions of a Tychonoff space X into the set of all ideals of

C-(X), partially ordered with inclusion. Using this, r.\¡e show how some of our

previous results may be applied to obtain relations between the order structure

of certain subfamilies of ideals of C.(X), partially ordered with inclusion, and

the topology of subspaces of X*.

3.1 THE PARTIALLY ORDERED SET OF ONE-POINT TYCHONOFF

EXTENSIONS OF A LOCALLY COMPACT SPACE

The purpose of this chapter is to study the o¡der structure of various sets

of one-point extensious. To make refe¡ence to these sets easiet, we list them

all in tlre following definition. By a Cech-cotnplete space in the following

definition ll¡e mean a Tychonoff space X which is a Gó-set in its Stone-Cech



compactificatiou pX.

3,1.1. Definition. For a Tychonoff space X, let T(X) denote the set of all

one-point Tychonof extensions of X, We define

t Tç(X) : {Y e T(X) : Y is Õech-cornplete}

o T¡¡(X) : {Y e T(X) :Y is locally compact}

o Tp(X) : {Y : Xu{p} e T (X) : p f. cly A nor any closed Lindelöf A ç X}

o T¿(X): {Y € T(X) :Y is Lindelöf}

o ft(x) :

{Y : Xu{p} €f 6):U\{p} is o-compact for a neighborhood U of p in Y}

o Tp(X) : {Y € T(X) : Y is pseudocornpact}

o T.(X) : {Y : X U {p} e T(X): Y is first countable at p}

. Tð (x) : T. (x) ìTc (x ), rå 6) : T. (x) r\TK (x), T; (x) : T. (x) ì
Ts(X), T7L(X) : Tc(X) \TL(X) anð, T¡ç^(xj : fu6) f\TL(x).

For a space X,lef C(X) denote theset of all closed subsets of X. Suppose

that X is a locally compact space. ForeachY:XU{p} €f6) let Fy:

BX --+ þY be the unique continuous function such that FylX : id¡. Define

¡r: (T(x), s) -- (c(x.)\{Ø}, s)

bv pV): Fll(p).Note that since X : Fv(X) is dense in ÉY, as it is dense

in Y, the function Fy is onto, and thus the set Fi1(p) is non-ernpty. In the
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following theorem we show that the function p so defined is an order-anti-

isomorphism. This is in fact a special case of Theorem a.2 of [13]. We give a

direct proof in here for the sake of completeness.

3.1.2. Theorern. p. i.s an ord,er-anti-i,somorphi,sm.

Prool. First we shorv that p is onto, So suppose that C € C(X-)\{Ø}

and let Z be the space obtained ftom þX by contracting C to a point p. Let

q: BX ---> Z l>ethe natural quotient mapping. Consider Y: XU{p} C Z.

Then since Z is Tychonoff, Y € T(X). We verify that ¡,t(Y) : C. First

we note that Z : BY. This is because Z is a compactification of Y and

every continuous function from Y to I is continuously extendable ovet Z;1or

if h e C (Y,l), Iet g : l¡ o n : X U C ---+ I and let G € C (P X,Ð be the exte¡sion

of s. Let H: Z-- Ibedefinedbyfll(Bx\C) :GandH(p) :h(p). The¡

11 is a continuous extension of å.. Now since qlX : idx : FylX, rve have

Q: Fv, and therefore p(Y): Fv'(p): s-t(p): C.

Norv suppose that { : X U {p¿} € T(X), for i : 7,2. S¡ppose that

Y 2 Yz, and let fr : Yt - Yz be a continuous function which leaves X pointwise

fixed, and lef, K : þY¡ --+ þY2 be its continuous extension. We denote 4: Fv,,

and rve let L: KoF¡: BX --+ BY2. Thensince ZIX : FzlX, L: Fz and

therefore since ll(p1) : k(pt) : p2 we have

p(Yz): Fr'(pr): L-t(pr) : FttK-l(pù > Fit(p') : p.(\)
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Next suppose that p.(Y2) 2 p(Y) and let Q : p(V), for i : 1,2. Let Z¡

be the quotient space obtained fton BX by iclentifying each fiber of Fr: pr,,

to a point and let q¡ : pX --+ Z¿ denoLe its corresponding natural quotient

mapping. Let G¿: Z¿ - þY be deûned bV c,(¡it(S)) : g. Then G¿ is a

continuous bijection, and since Z¿ is compact, it is a homeomorphisrn which,

since fl(X-) : PY\X, (see Theorem 3.5,7 of [7]) keeps X poinrrvise frxed and

Gí(Ci) : p¿. We identify { rvith a subsp ace of Z¿ under this horneomorphisrn.

Let f : Y1 ---+ Yz be a function such that f lX : idx and /(pr) : p2. We verify

that / is continuous, So suppose that V is an open neighborhood of p2 in

22. Let U : lz1\q1(þX\stt(y))] n Y1, wliicli is an open subser of y1. Since

qz(Cz): {pr} cV and C1 Ç C2, we have sil(pr) : C, ç s;l(V), and rtius

h f ø(BX\q;1(l/)). Therefore U is an open neighborhood of p1 in y1. Norv

since U ll X C V fì X, rve have /(U) Ç I,/, and thus / is continuous at p1,

Clearly / is continuous on X and therefore Y 2Yz. This now completes the

proof. I

Let X be a locally compact space and let Y € T(X) and C : Ir(y). If

Z is the space rvhich is obtained fron BX by contracting C to a point p and

q: BX -- Z is its natural qr-rotient mapping, then as the proof of Theorem

3.1.2 shows, we have Y : X U {p} ç Z, Z : þy and q : pr.

Remark. If X is a locally compact metrizable space then, using the uota-
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tions of the previous chapters, we have Tr(X): t(X) and plf.6): ). The

first assertion follows f¡on Theorem 2 of [1]. We verify that ¡L,lT-(X): ¡.

Suppose that Y: X U {p} e á(X) and let {Ç}"." be an extension trace

in X which generates Y. Let C : LL(Y).lVe show that C: l)n.,Uä: )(y).

First we verify that C Ç ]tn., Uj. Suppose to the contrary that there exists

an c € C such that r f clpxUn, for some n < e, Norv U,, U {p} is an

open neighborhood of ?, in Y. Let V be an open subset of BY such that

U"v {p} : V îY, and let U be an open neighborhood of z in pX such

that Fy (U) C V. Now since U\clBx U,, contains æ, it is non-empty. Let

te (U\clpyU")OX. Thenl: Fv(t) € Vandthus¿ e U". Butthiscontradicts

tlre choice of ú. This shorvs that ø € n,,<. Uf, and therefo¡e C Ç ìn.,Ui.

To show tlre reverse inclusion, let ø € n,,<, Uj. Suppose r ( C. Let U,V

be opeu subsets of BX such that ø € U, C C V and cIp¡U î clpyV : Ø.

Now since (y\C) U {p} is an open neighbolhood of p in BY, there exists a

k < (, such that U¡ U {p} Ç (V\C) U {p}. Therefore clsa(J¡ C I/\C and thus

clyU¡lcly(U nX): Ø, as

cIaU¡ltcly(U nX) c claxukñclp2¡U.

But si¡rce X is rnetrizable this implies

clBxU* ñ cIp¡U : clBxUx ît clpx(U n X) : Ø
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rvlrich is a contradiction, as ø € clpxU*î clp¡çU. Therefote î € C and thus

Itn., Uå c C. This together rvith the frr'st part shorvs that equality holds in

the latter, which proves our assertion.

3,1.3. Theorem, Let X be a localLg cotnpact space. Then we haue

p(rc(x)): z(x-)\{Ø}.

Proof Suppose that Y € 7¿(X). Then since Y is a G¿-set in BY, X U

p(Y): Fyl(y) is a Gó-set in þX and thus ¡r(Y) is a closed G6-set in X*.

Therefore ¡r(f) is a zero-set in X*.

For the reverse inclusion, suppose that D € Z(X-)\{Ø}. By the previous

theorenr D : p.(Y), for some Y e T(X). Let X*\D : Un<, 1(n, where each

K,, is compact. Then we have

Y : FYUtx\ U ¡<"): ll (Bv\¡'(¡r,))
n<u n<!)

which is a G6-set in ÉY. Thus Y is Öech-complete. ¡

Since for a compact space X, the order structure of either of the sets C(X)

and Z(X) deternine the topology of X, from Theorer¡s 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 rve

obtain

3,1,4, Theorern, For locallg cornpact spaces X and Y the folLowi,ng cond,z-

tions are equiualent.
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1) f @) and T(Y) are ord.er-i.somorphi,c;

2) fc6) andT¿(Y) are order-'isomorphic;

3) Xr andY* are homeomorphi,c.

3.1.5. Theorem. Let X be a locally compact space. Then we haue

p(Tx(xD: 6(x,-)\{Ø}.

Prool. Suppose that Y : X U {p} € TK(X). Then siuce Y is locally com-

pact, Y is open in BY, a:nd thus ¡'tl(y) is open in þX. Blt since Fy(X*) :

BY\X, rve have ¡i'(y) : X ¿ Flt@), and rherefore p(y) : ¡il(y)\X is

open in X*. Thus ¡r(Y) e B(X-)\{ø}.

To shorv the reverse inclusion, let d be â non-ernpty clopen subset of X*.

Let C : p,(Y), for some Y : X U {p} C Z, where Z is obtained ftom BX

by contracting C to a point p. Let q : BX ---+ Z denole the natural quotient

urapping. Let U be an open sr¡bset of BX such that U lì X* : C, and let

'/ be an open neighborhood of C in BX with clp;¡V C U. Consider the set

W : (V n X) U {p}. Then since q-t(W) : I/ is ope¡ ln BX,IU is an ope¡

neighborlrood of p in )/, and since W C q(clpyV), clyl4z is compact. This

shows that Y is locally compact at p, and thus Y e 7¡ç(X). I

For a cornpact ze¡o-dimensional space X, the order structure of B(X) de-

teu:rines the topology of X. The following is norv imnrediate.
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3.1.6. Theorem. For stronglq zero-dimensional locallg compact spaces X

andY the follouing conditions are equ'iualent.

1) TK(X) and Ty(Y) are order-isomorphic;

2) X. andY* are homeornorphic.

3.1.7. Theorem, Let X be a locally compact space and let Y eT(X). Then

ue haue

Y: \/{S €T.(X\:Y >,9}.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1.3 and the fact that Z(X*) is a base

for the closed subsets of X*, I

3.1.8. Theorem, Let X be a locallg compact space. Then we haue

p(T. (x)) : {C € z(BX) : C t x : ø}\{Ø}

Prool. Suppose that Y : X u {p} e T.(X). Let {(Jn}na,be a base at p

in Y and let V,r's be operÌ sets in BY such that U" : Vn nY. Let for eacli

n 1 u, Í, € A@Y,D be such that l'þ) : 0 and Î"(1JY\W) c {1}' and let

,9: ll,,<, Z(f"). We verify that S: ipÌ, For if 9 €,9 and g lp,letU and

V be disjoint oper: neighborhoods of g and p in BY, respectively. Let k < u

be suclr that Uþ C V nY. Then clByV¡ : clBvUr Ç clpyV, and therefore since

g e Zffù, g e clBvV. But this is a contradiction as 3r € U andU nV : Ø.

Therefore since {7:} e Z(PY), rve have p(Y) : Fl'(p) € Z(l3X).
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To slrorv the reverse inclusion, let Ø lT e Z(l3X) be such that TnX : Ø,

and let Z be the space obtained fron BX by contracting ? to a point p. For

Y: XU{p} C Z,letq: BX --+ Z be the natural quotient mapping. For

each n ( a, let Un : [(/-'(10, t/n))\Z) u {p}] n y, Then Ç is an open

neiglrborhood of p in Y. Suppose that U is an open neighborhood of p in y

and let U : V ?tY, for some open set V of BY. Then since p € V, we have

0,., "f-t([0, tln]) : T c q-l(v). Therefore there exists a. Ic < a such that

/-1(t0, 1/e]) cq-t(V), andthus UkÇU. The¡efore {U^},.,isabaseatpin

Y and ? : p(Y) e pø-(X)). I

3.1.9. Corollary. Let X be a locally compact space. Thenf-6) + Ø if and

only'if X is not pseudocotnpact.

Proof. We note that ¿,X is the inte¡section of all cozero-sets of pX wliich

contain X. But X is pseudocompact if and only if uX : BX. Norv Theorem

3.1.8 cornpletes the proof. I

3,1.10. Theor ern. Let X be a locallg compact space. Then we haae

p!p6)): {c ec(x.): c ¡ Bx\ux}\{Øi.

Prool. Suppose that Y : X U {p} e Tp(X). Let C :¡r(Y). Assurne thar

(Bx\uX)\C # Ø, and let ø e (BX\oX)\C. Since x f C, therc exisrs an

S e Z(l3X) such that , € ,S and S n C : Ø. Since x Ç uX, there exists a



1: e Z(BX) such that ø € ? and TrtX: Ø. Now since D: (.9n")\C is a

non-empty G 6-set of BX, it is also a non-empty G yset of BY (which is obtained

ftom þX by contracting C to the point p) and therefore by pseudocornpactness

of Y rve have DîY *Ø. Bú this is a contradiction as DltX :Ø and p 4 D.

To show the ¡everse inclusion, suppose that C e C(X-)\{ø} and C )

BX\uX. Let Y € T(X)be such that p(Y): C.Suppose that Y is not pseu-

docornpact. Then there exists a non-empty ,S € Z(BY) sluch that S n Y : Ø.

Now Çt(S) e z(PX) and since p f S, we have F'tI(S) nC : Ø. Therefore

F;t(S) q pX\CçuX. Thussincetril(,9) ez(ux) andFyl(.9) lØ,we

have ¡ì,1(S) n X + Ø, which is contradiction, as 5 fì X : Ø. This shows that

Y is pseudocompact, and thus C € p(Tp(X)). This together with the first

part gives the result. I

3.2, THE CASE WHEN X IS LOCALLY COMPACT AND PARA-

COMPACT

In this section we study the relation between the order structure of various

sets of one-point extensions of a locally compâct paracompact space X, and

the topology of a certaiu subspace of X*. We make use of the following result

on a nurrber of occasions throughout (see Theorem 5.L27 and 3.8.C of [7]).
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3.2.1, Proposition, Let X be a locally compact çtaracompact non-o -compact

space. Then we can write

X : ØXr, where each X¡ is a o-compact non- cornpact subspace.
ter

Following the notations of [11], for a Tychonoff space X, rve let

6Y : l){cIpaA : A C X is o-compact}.

Using the notations of Proposition 3.2.1, it can be shorvn that for a locally

compact paracompact non-o-compact space X, we have

oX : l){c\By(l) X,) : t Ç 1 is counrabte}
ieJ

wlrich is clearly an open subset of BX, as each [J¡..¡ X¿ is clopen in X.

Here are some examples showing that neither of the implications paracotn-

pactness irnpLr,es local compactness nor its converse hold. Clearly the hedgehog

with an infinite number of spines provides an example of a paracompact space

rvhich is not locally compact. Now consider the space øX, when X is an un-

countable discrete space. Then øX is locally compact, as it is open in BX.

However, the space oX is not paracompact, as it is countably compact and

noD.-compact.

The follorving follorvs from Theo¡ems 3.1.5 and 3.1.8.
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3.2,2. Lemma. Let X be ø locally cornpact space. Then ue haue

p(Tå(X)) : {Z € z(px) : Z is clopen zn X-}\{Ø}

3.2.3. Lemma , Let X be a locallg compøct paracompact non-o-compact space

and letY: X U {p} e f 6). Then the following conditions are equiualent.

1)Y eri¿@);

2) p has a compact nei,ghborhood U inY such that U\{p} ,is o-compact.

Proof. (1) i.mplies (2). Suppose that y € Tfi(X) and let {Ç},ç,, be a

base at p in Y. We may assume that for each n < u,W) clyVnal and clyVn

is conrpact. Then for each n < a, clyVn\Vn¡1is a closed subset of clyV1, and

therefore is compact. We have clv%\{p} : U"<, (clyV"\Çn, ), and so clyI

is the desired neighborliood of p,

(2) implies (1/. Suppose that U is the compact neighborhood of p such

that U\{p} is o-cornpact. Assume the notations of Proposition 3.2.1. Noiv

since U\{p} is o-courpact, tl,ere exists a countable J Ç I such that U\{p} Ç

l)¡r¡ X¡. By 3.8.C of [7], for each rí € J we can rvrite X¡ : U*.,Ci", where for

eaclr n < a, Ci is an open subset of X such that cIyCf, c Ci*, and cl¡Ci is

conrpact, Let {cllaCi: i e J añd n < u} : {Dn]¡n., and consider the family
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.F : {intyu\(Dr U... UD") :n <a}, of open neighborhoods of p itty.If V

is an open neighborhood of 7t in Y , then since

(l c V u U X, : V JU{CL : i e J and n < ø)
ieJ

by compactness of [/, there exists a Æ < ø such that U C V UClt U ... U C;Ì,

and therefore for some n < a, U\(Dl U ... U D") c V. This shorvs that

.Fis a cou¡rtable base at pinY, and since Y is locally compact, we have

Y erå6). t

3.2,4, Lemma. For ang locallg compact paracompact space X, ftr6) :

få6) i,f and only if X is o-cornpact.

Proof. F\rst suppose that X is o-compact and let Y : X U {p} Ç TK(X).

Let U be an open neighborhood of p inY such that clyU is compact. Let X :

Un.rCn, where for each n ( a, Cnis an open set in X such that clyCn C Cn*1

ard cl2çCn is compact. We show that the family {U\cl¡C" : n < a} forms a

base at p in Y. To show this, suppose that I/ is an open neighborhood ofp in

Y. Then since {V} U {Cn: n < ø} is an open cover of the compact set clyU,

there exists a,k<u such that clyU CV U C¡. Clearly U\cl¡C¡ C V. This

shorvs tlrat Y is fi¡st-countable at p, and thus Y e få6).

Norv suppose that X is not o-cornpact and assume the notations of Propo-

sition 3.2.1, Let uX : X U {0} be the one-point compactification of X.
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Clearly øX e TK(X), but since every neighborhood l4z of f) contains all but

a finite number of X,'s, W\{O} is not ø-compact, and thus by Lemma 3.2.3

øx (rfi$). I

The follorving three lemmas are analogous to those we proved for the netriz-

able case in Lemmas 2.2.8-2.2.10.

3.2.5. Lemma . Let X be a locatly compact paracompact space' If Ø * Z e

z(BX) then ZnoX lØ.

3.2.6. Lemma , Let X be a locallg compact paracompact space. If Ø I Z e

Z(X*)thenZnoX*Ø.

3.2.7. Lemma, Let X be a locally compact paracompact space and let S,T c

26-). A S ltoX C T fioX then S cT.

3,2.8. Lemma. Let X be a locally cornpact paracompact space. If Y € fåØ)

then p(Y) c oX.

Proof. LetC: pV), forsotneY: X U{pi e T¡i(X). ByLemtna

3.2.3, tlrere exists a compact neigltborhood IM of p in y such that l4l\{?r}

is o-compact. We claim that ¡il(p) q clpx(W\{p}). So suppose to tlie

contrary that there exists an r e F¡t(p) such that r ( clpv(W\{p}). Let U

be an open neighborhood of r \n BX which misses i4z\{p}. Since Y is locally
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compact, I4l is also a neighborhood of p in þY, and therefore, there exists an

open neighborhood I/ of t: in BX such that Fv(V) Ç W. If t e U ì V n X,

tlre¡r Í = Fy(t) € UnlV, which is a contradiction. Therefore C : Fvr@) c

ctBx(IU\{p}) Ç ox. I

In the next theorem rve obtain a result similar to Theorems 2.3.1 and

2.3.2. Note that a space X is locally compact and o-compact, if and only if

X- € Z(PX) (see 18 of [17]). We use this fact in several different places.

3.2,9. Theorern, For zero-di,n¿ensional locallg compact paracompact spaces

X and, Y the follouing conditi.ons are equiualent.

1) få6) and Trt(Y) are ord.er-isomorphic;

2) oX\X and oY\Y are homeomorphi,c.

Proof. (1) i.rnplies (2). Suppose that condition (i) holds. Assume that

one of X and Y, say X, is o-compact. Suppose that Y is not ø-compact and

let Y : Ø¿r7Y, with )j's being o-compact non-cornpact subspaces. Since

by Lenrma 3.2.4 få6) : Tx(X), aú T¡ç(X) has a minimum, ¡a'rely its

one-point compactification, fft@) and thus fii() has a minimum. Let T be

the mininrum of Tfi(). Then since for each countable L ç J, (UieLY)- e

pvØftV)), we have (U¿.¿f)* Ç pv!), and thus aY\Y c py(?). Norv by

Lemma 3.2.7, with Y- and py (T) being the zero-sets, rve have Y- C ¡,r,y(T).
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But by Ler:rma 3.2.2, py(T) € Z(llY), and therefore Y- e Z(þY), rvhich is a

contradiction, as we assumed that Y is not o-compact (see 1B of [i7]). Thus X

and Y are both ø-compact, and so by Lemma 3.2.4 and conclition (l), T(6)

and Ta(Y) are order-isomorphic. Thus since X and Y are zero-dimeusional

locally compact paracompact, each is strongly zero-dimensional (see Theorem

6.2.10 of [7]). Now Theorem 3.1.6 implies that oX\X: X* and oY\Y :Y-

are homeomorphic.

Next suppose that X and Y are botli non-o-conìpact and let þ : Tfi(X) --

'Trt$) be an o¡der-isomorphism. Let g : uy " ó o trxl : ¡'ty(Tii(X)) '-+

pvVåV)) and let øoX : oXU {O} and aoY : oY U{O'} be one-point

compactiflcations. Now exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 we can

define an order-isomorphisrn G : ß(aoX\X) ---+ ß(aoY\Y) between the

two Boolean algebras of clopen sets. Now since by Theorem 6.2.10 of [7]

X and Y are strongly ze¡o-dimensio¡ral, øX and oY, and therefole their

one-point compactifications øoX ard uoY, are also zero-dimensional. Thus

by Stone Duality, there exists a hotneomorphisur / : uoX\X -- aoY\Y

suclr that f (U) : G(U), for every U e B(øøX\X). Now since for every

countable J c I, Q' Ê S@t): G(Qt): Í@r), where Q¡ : (U¿..¡Xr).,

/l(øX\X) : oX\X -- oY\Y is a homeomorphism, and thus condition (2)

holds.
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(2) impli.es (l). Suppose that condition (2) holds. If one of X andY,

say X, is o-compact, then since oY\Y and X*: oX\X are horneomorphic,

øY\Y is compact. Suppose tliat Y is not o-compact and let )j's be as in the

previous part. By compactness of oY\Y, the¡e exists a countable .L C J such

that ([j¿.¿ ]t)* : oY\Y; which is clearly false. Thus Y is also o-compact, and

since X* and Y* are homeomorphic, by Theorem 3.1.6 and Lemma 3.2.4 we

have that Trt(X) andTfi(Y) are order-isomorphic.

The case when X and Y are both ¡ron-o-compact follows by an argument

as in the secoud part of the proof of Theoretn 2.3.2, rvith Lernma 6.6 of [11]

replaced by Lenrma 3.2.8. I

3.2.10, Question. Is there any subset of X* whose topology determines and

is determined by the order structure of T-(X)7 (See Theorem 3.4 10 for a

partial answer to this question)

We note that for a locally compact space X, each Lindelöf subspace of X

is a subset of a ø-compact subset of X, aud therefore we call desc¡ibe the

elenrents of Tp(X) as those Y : XU{e} e f(X) for which pÇ clyA, lor any

ø-compact A Ç X.

3,2,11. Theorern, Let X be a locally compact 1:aracompact space. Then we

haue

p!o(x)) : c(Bx\øx)\{Ø}.
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Prool. Suppose that Y : X U {p) e TD(X) and let C : Fv'(p) Assume

lhal Cl,oX #Ø andlel r e Cf¡oX. Let.4 be a ø-conpact subset of X suclr

tlrat ø € clgA. By assumption p Ç cl',, A. The¡efore U nY n A: fl, for some

open neighborhoodU of. p in BY. Norv since Ftr(U) is an open neighborhood

of x in BX, AnFlt(U)lØ. Let a€ AoFr'(U).Then ø: Fy(a) e U nA,

'whiclr is a contradiction. Therefore p(Y) : C Ç þX\oX.

Conversel¡ suppose that C € C(PX\oX)\{Ø}. Then since oX is open in

þX, C e C(X-), and thus C: p.(Y),for some Y: Xu{p} e 7(X). Suppose

that A Ç X is o-compact. Then siuce clB¡A C oX, we have C ît clp¡A : Ø.

LetU : (BX\(CuclpxA))u{p}. Then UnY is an open neighborhood of p in

Y, andUìYìA: Ø. Thereforcp f clyA, which shows thaf Y eTp(X). I

3.2.12. Lemma. Suppose that X is a locally compact paracompact space and.

letY eT(X). ThenY eL(X) if andonlyi,Íp(Y)>_BX\oX.

Proof. Clearly it suffices to consider only the case rvhen X is non-o-

compact. Suppose that Y € TL(X) and let C : p,(Y). Assume that (þX\oX)\C *
Ø and let r e (BX\oX)\C I Ø. Let U andV be disjoint open neighborhoods

of ø and C inBX, respectively. Assume the notations of Proposition 3.2.1 and

let J: {r: € I: X¿ìU +ø}. Clearly clpx[J:clBx(U nX) ç clpx(U,€JX,),

and tlrus since ø f oX, J is uncountable.. Then X\V, being closed in Y, is

Lindelöf. But U intersects uncountably many of the X¿'s, so there is no count-
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able subcover of {X,}r.¡ covering X\V, rvhich is a contradiction. Therefore

C ) þX\oX.

To prove the converse, suppose that p(Y) : C ) BX\oX. Let P be

an open cover of Y : X U {p}. Let V eVbe such that p € V, andlet

lV be an open set in BY such that V : W îY. Then since p €. W, ,¡¿e

have BX\F;r(l4z) c oX, and therefore Px\ryl$Ì) C clpxM, wliere ,44 :

[J¡..¡ X¡ and J C 1 is countable. Clearly Y\/ Ç M. But because trl \s o-

compact it can be covered by countably many subsets of V. Tlierefo¡e V has

a countable subcover and Y is Lindelöf. I

3.2.13. Theorern. Let X be a locaLly compact paracotnpact non-LindelöJ

space. Then the minimum of TD(X) is the uni.que Li,nd,elöf element of Tp(X).

Proof. LetY €T(X) be such that ¡,i(Y) : BX\oX. Then by Theorem

3.2.11 Y €TD(X), aud by Lemma 3,2,12Y is Lindelöf. Suppose that S €

Tp(X) is Lindelöf, Then by the above lemma ¿r(,5) > BX\oX, and thus

S:Y. I

3,2.14. Theorem. For locallg cornpact paracompact spaces X and Y the

folLowing condi,tions are equiualent.

1) TD6) and, Tp(Y) are ord,er-isomorphi,c;

2) BX\oX and BY\oY are homeornorphic.



A fami\' -F of subsets of a space is called discrefu if an¡, point of the space

has an open neighborhood which meets at most one of the elements of -F. For

a Tychonoff space X and a cardinal number a, let T"(X) consist of exactly

tlrose Y : Xu{p} eT(X) such that pÇcly(l)F), for any discrete family.F

of compact open subsets of X ivith lîl: ".We 
also let roX denote the set

Xu[J{clB¡ ((J .F) : .F is a discrete family of compact opens of X and l.Fl : o}.

Clearly, wlren X is locally compact, roX is an open subset of. IJX. If X is

a zero-dimensional locally compact paracompact non-ø-compact space, then

oX : r,X, This is because, assuming the notations of Proposition 3.2.i, by

3.8.C of [7], for each z € I we have X¿ : l),<, C:., where each Ci is open in

X, clxCi C Ci*, and cl¡Cl is co¡npact. Let Di be a clopen subset of Xsuch

that Ci ç DL ç Ci*r. Then since each Xi : Di @ O">t(Dl+r\Di), X is a

sum of compact open subsets, and thus rrX : oX.

Norv using the same proof as the one we applied for Theorem 3.2.11 we

obtain the following theo¡em.

3.2.15. Theorern. Let X be a locallg compact space and let a be a card.inal

number. Then we høae

p(r"6 )) : c (Bx\r"x)\ { Ø}.

3,2,16, Theorem. For Locallg compact spaces X and Y and a cardinaL
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number d the followi,ng conditions are equiaalent.

1 ) f"6) and, T"(Y) are ord.er-isomot'phic;

2) BX\I"X and AY\r"Y are homeomorphic.

3.2.17. Lemma, Let X be a locally compact paracon'¿pact space. Then we

haue

p(Ts6)) : {C e c(x.) : c ç dx}\{Øi.

Proof. LetY: XU{e} ef6) andC: p(Y) Let Zbethespace

obtained ftom BX by contracting C to p, and let q : BX -+ Z : l3Y be

its natural quotient mapping. Suppose that Y : X V {p} e Ts(X) Let IJ

be a neighborhood of p in Y with U\{p} being d-compact. Then using the

notations of Proposition 3.2.t, U\{p} Ç G, wliere G : U¡e¡ Xi and J C 1 is

countable. We verify that C C G.. So suppose to the contrary that there exists

anø e C\G-, Let V be an open neighborliood of lt in l3Y with VnY C U.

Then since p e V, C Ç q-t(V), Now since r Ç. H : q-l(V)\clp¡G' we have

H î X + Ø. If t e IJ o X, then t : s(t) e V ì X q U\{p} Ç G, rvhich is a

contradiction,asGn11 :Ø. This shows that C Ç G" C oX.

Conversely, suppose tliat C € C(X-)\.{Ø} is such that C Ç oX, and let

p.(Y) : C, for some Y : X ¿ {rtlr e f6). LeI G : U¿..¡X.¿ be such that

C c clpxG, rvhere J Ç .I is countable. Let U : ((clBxG\C) u {2})ny. Then
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U is an open neighborhood of p in Y such that U\{p} : G is o-courpact.

Therefo¡e Y eTs(X). I

3.2.18. Lemma. Let X be a locallg compact paracon-Lpact space. Then we

haue

Tå (X) : {Y : X U {p} e T- (X) : p has a o - compact neighbothood i,n Y }

and

pg;(x)) : {c e z(Bx) : C Ç ox\x}\{Ø}.

Proof. Let 7 denote the set of allY: XU{p} ef-6) suchthatphasao-

compact neighborhood in Y. First we find ¡i(7). Suppose that y € 7 and let

C : tt!). By Theorem 3.1.8, C Ç Z(|JX). Suppose that {U"}"<" is a base at

p iu Y. We may assume that [/1 ] Uz 2 .... For each n < w,let U" : WU{p}.

Then since p has a o-courpact neighborhood in Y, there exists a È < ø such

that clyU¡ is o-cornpact. We have cl¡V¡: clyU¡\{p}: U"r¡((clv I/, )\U"+r ),

where fo¡ each n ) ,h, clvU"\U"+r, being a closed subset of cly[/¡, is o-

conpact. Clearly clp¡ (cl.¡ç l/u) c oX. We verify that C Ç clp.¡ç(cl¡V¡). To

tlris end, leí Z : þY be the space obtained from BX by contracting C top, and

Iet q: BX ---+ BY be its natural quotient mapping. Suppose that ø € C is such

tliat r I clB y (cl2çV¡), and let L¡ be an open neighborhood of x in BX such that

UìclyV¡: Ø. Let 1/ be an open set in BY such that U¡ : VlY, and let I4l be
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an open neiglìborhood of x \n þX rvith q(lU) cV. Let g eUñIU ltX' Then

g: S(A) € V, and thus g/ € U*lX : V¡. But this is a coutradictior.t asA €U'

This slrows that C Ç oX, Thus pg) ç {C e Z(PX): C c oX\X}\{Ø}.

Next suppose that C € Z(PX)\{Ø} is such that C c oX\X. Let C :

¡-t(Y), for some Y € 7*(X). Since C Ç oX, using the notations of Proposition

3.2.1, there exists a countable J C I such that C Ç clgA'[, wherc M ::

l)¡.¡X¿. Since A : (cl6lul\C) u {p} is open in þY, as þY is the quotient

space of BX obtained by coDtracting C to p, we have I'I U {p} : AnY

is a ø-compact open neighborhood of p in Y. Therefore Y eT, and thus

C e p(T).

To complete the proof we note that cornbining Theorer¡ 3'1 8 and Lemma

3.2.17 rve lrave p(7j(X)) : p(T-(X)) n p(Ts@)) : p(T), fi'om which it

follows tlrat fê6) : f l

ln the following we shorv that the orde¡ structure of Ti (X) can determine

the topology of the set øx\x. The proof is a slight modiflcation of the metric

case we gave in Theorem 2 4.10.

3,2.19, Theo rem, For locally compact paracon'¿pact spaces X and' Y the

f ollouing condi'tions are equiualent.

1) T;(X) andTi(Y) are order-isomorphàc;

2) oX\X and' oY\Y are homeotnor'phic.



Proof. (1) implies (2), Suppose tliat only one of X and Y, say X, is

o-conÌpact (non-compact). Then clearly f;6) : 7*(X). Since by 1B of

l17l X- € Z(|JX),Tj(X) has a minimum, narnely øX. Norv using the same

line of reasoning as in Theorem 3.2.9 ((1) implies (2)) rve get a contradiction,

wlrich shorvs that Y is also ø-compact. Therefore since 7¿(X) and Tç(Y)

are order-isomorphic, by Theorem 3.1.4, oX\X : X* and oY\Y : Y- are

homeornorphic.

Next suppose that X and Y are both non-o-compact. Since p¡ and ¡zy

are both order-anti-isomorphisms, by condition (1), there exists an order-

isornorphism þ : ¡t1¡(T](X)) ---+ py(T;(Y)). We extend / by letting ó(ø) : ø.

Let øoX : oX U {O} and aoY : oY U {Q'} be one-point compactifications.

Norv using Proposition 3.2.1 and applying the same methods as in the proof

of Theorem 2.4.10 we can define an order-isomorphism ry' : Z(uoX\X) --

Z(aoY\Y). This irnplies the existence of a homeomorphism / : aoX\X -+

uoY\Y suclr that f Ø) : tþ(Z), for every Z e Z(aoX\X), The.efore, assum-

ing the notations of Proposition 3.2.i, for any i\4 : [.J¿.¿ X¡ with .L Ç 1 count-

able, since M- e Z(uoX\X), rve have Í$,f.) : rþ(M-): SQttI-) c oY\Y.

Therefore /(oX\X) c øY\Y and thus /(O) : A'. This shoivs that oX\X

and o}/\Y are homeomorpliic.

(2) i,mplies (1). If one of X and Y , say X , is ø-compact, then since
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oY\Y is homeomorphic to X-, it is cornpact, and therefore as in Theorem

3.2.9, ((2) implies (1)) it follorvs that Y is also ø-compact. But by 1B of [17]

X. e Z(BX), which implies Z(PX) ç Z(X*), a;nd thus from Theorem 3.1.8

and Lemr¡a 3,2.18, rve have 7j(X) : Tc6).Siniilarly f;V) :7s(Y), Thus

in this case, tìre result follows from Theorem 3.1.4.

The case rvìren X and Y a¡e both nou-o-compact, follorvs by a sliglit mod-

ification of the proof we gave in Theorern 3.2.9 ((2) implies (1)). I

Our next result shorvs that the topology of oX\X can also be detenniued

by tlre order structure of Ts¡(X). The follorving lernma follows from Theorerr

3.1.3 and Lemma 3.2.12,

3,2.20. Lemma. For a locallg compact paracompact space X we haue

p,(T¿¡(X)): {C e z(X.): c > BX\ox}\{Ø}.

3,2,21. Theorem. .For locally compact paracompact spaces X and Y the

following condi,ti,ons are equiu alent.

1) T7L(X) and T¿¡(Y) are order-isomorphi,c;

2) oX\X and, oY\Y are homeomorph'ic.

Proof. (1) implies (2). First suppose that one of X and Y, say X, is

o-compact. Then since f 6) : T1(X), wehaveT¿¡(X) : Tc(X). Suppose
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that Y is not ø-compact. As lX-l > 1, there exist two disjoint non-empty zero-

sets of X*, which by Theorern 3.1.3 correspond to two elements of 76(X) rvith

no common upper bound in Tç(X). But this is not true, as we ale assuming

that T¿(X) ard T¿¡(Y) are order-isomorphic, and by Lernma 3.2.20, any two

elements of T¿¡(Y) have a common upper bound in Tc¡,(Y). The case lx-l S 1

is not possible, as X is not pseudocompact, because it is paracompact and

non-cornpact (see Theorem 5.1.20 of [7]). Therefore Y is also ø-compact and

TIL(Y) : T6(Y), and thus by Theorem 3.1 4, oX\X : X. and oY\Y : Y.

are homeomorphic.

Next suppose that X and Y are both non-ø-compact. Then by condition

(1) and the fact that ¡.t sa and ¡L.y are order-anti-isomorphisms, there exists an

order-isomorplrism þ : ¡ry(T¿/X)) -t p'y(T¿;(Y))' Let aoX : oXU{O} and

aoY : oY U {O'} be the oue-point cornpactifications. We clefine a function

tþ : Z(woX\X) --+ Z(uoY\Y) and verify that it is an order-isomorphism.

Let X : @¿r¡ X¡ and Y : @¡..tYi, with each X¿ and Y¡ being a ø-

compact non-compact subspace. Let Z €. Z(uoX\X). Suppose thal Q e Z'

Tlren since p : (øoX\X)\ Z is a cozero-set in øoX\X, it is ø-compact, and

thus since P C oX\X, rve have P Ç (Uu.x X,)-, for some countable K C 1.

Norv since (Uu.r.&)- is clopen in Xr, Q: (Z\{0}) u (BX\øX) e Z(X-),

and tlrus by Lerntna 3.2.20, Q e p'a(Tç ¡(X)) ' In this case rve let
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,þ(z) : td((z\{o}) u (Bx\dx))\(PY\oY)l u {f-r'}.

Norv suppose that Q I Z. "l\en Z c oX\X and therefore Z c (UieLXi)-,

for some countable .L c ^I. Thus we have Z : Xr\Un<,Z,", where each

Z" € Z(X*) contains l3X\oX . In this case we let

,þ(z):Y.\u óØ")
1L<tJ)

We clreck tlrat ry' is rvell-defined. So suppose that Z : X*\Un., Zn is a

represeutation for Z e Z(aoX\X) with Q Ç. Z , sttcb that each Z" e Z(X.)

contains BX\o X . Since for each n < u, Y.\SQ) C øY, there exists a

countable -LC J such that for each n < a, Y-\þ(2") C (Uu.¿f)-. Let Abe

such that d(1) : y-\(Un€¿ 11)-. We clai'r that

Y.\U óØ"): ó(Au z)\ó(A)

So suppose that ø € Y-\U".,ö(Z"). If x (. ó(Au Z)\ó(A), then since

r 4 óØt) ) ö(A), we have " ê ó(AU Z), and therefore there exists a

B € Z(Y.) containing ¿ such that B nó(AU Z) : ø, and for each n < ø,

B nó(2"): Ø. Let Cbe such that /(C) : Buö(Au Z), and for eaclì n < t,,l,

let,9" be such that d(,S") : ó(C)nó(2"): ó(AUZ)nó(2"). Theu since

for each n < u, þ(A) ç ó(2") and Z t\ Zn : Ø, rve have (AU Z) ì Zn : A



Clearly, by the way rve defined S", S, q ØU Z) ît Zn : ¡, and therefore

d(S") ç þ(A). But since þ(.4) ç ó(2"), ó(A) ç ó(5"), and thus for each

n < Ø we have þ(C n Z") c ó(C) ì ö(2") : ö(5") -- ó(A). Ttrerefore

CnZ,C,4, and thus C\Z:Ca(U,.,2^) C,4. Therefore C C AlJZ,and

we have B ç ó(C) ç ó(AU Z), which is a contradiction as B îó(AU Z) : Ø.

This shows that Y.\ [J"., þ(2") Ç ó(Au Z)\ó(A).

Now suppose that :r € ó(AU Z)\ö(A). Suppose that for some n < k,,

î € ó(2") Then ¿ e ö(Z")aó(Au Z) : ö(D), for some D. Ctearly

D C Zn 11 (A U Z) C ,4, and thus ø € /(,4), rvliich is contradiction. This

proves our claim that Y.\U".,ó(2"): ó(AU Z)\ö(A).

Snppose that Z = X*\ U,,.,,9n : X-\ U,., 2," are representations for Z €

Z(aoX\X), with A I Z, such that each S,,Zn Ç Z(X*) contains BX\oX.

Choose a countable set ¿ C J sucìr that for each n<a,Y*\þ(5,) Ç (Un.¿ Í)-,
and Y-\þ(2") Ç (Ui.¿ 4)-. Then by above we have

v'-\ u d(s,) : ó(Au z)\ó(A) : Y.\ u óØ")
n<a n<u

where A is such that d(,4) : y-\(Ure¿ï)-.

Next rve show that ry', as defined, is an order-isomor-phism. So suppose tliat

S, Z e Z(aoX\X) ivith S C Z. We conside¡ the following cases.

Case 1) Suppose that Q e ,5. Then Q e Z, aad clearly by the way we

defined ry', we have ,þ(S) ç 1þ(Z).
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Case 2) Suppose that Q I S but Q e Z. Let E : ó((Z\{A}) u (BX\oX))

and let,5 : X*\ U,,<,,9,,, where for each n < u, Sn € Z(X*) contains IJ X\o X.

Clearly Y-\E C oY. Lef, the countable set I Ç J be such that for each

n < t.,, Y.\þ(5,) c (Uur"Y). and Y-\E c (U,i.¿ )1)- Then by above r/(S) :

d(,4 u S)\d(,A), where /(,4) :: y-\(U¿e¿ï)*. Since Y-\(U¿.¿Y¿)- C .Ð, rve

have þ(A) c .Ð, and therefore A ç (Z\{O}) u (ÉX\oX). Now we have

,þ(S) ç ó(A u s) Ç d((z\{CI}) u (Bx\ox)), and thus ,þ(S) C,þ(z).

Case 3) Suppose that O f Z , and let

S: X-\! S" and Z: Xr\U z"

where for each n < a, Sn, Zn € Z(X-), and each contains BX\øX. Since

clearly ,5 : X-\ U".,(S" U Zn) we have

,/(s) : v.\ U øls" u z^) çY.\ U óØ") :,þ(z).
n<u n<u

This shorvs that ry' is an order-homomorphisrn. rr4/e note that since {-1 :

pv (Tc ¡.(Y)) -- p,y(Tç¡(X)) is also an order-isomorphism, if rve denote by

1 : Z(uoY\Y) -+ Z(øoX\X) its induced order-homomorphism as defined

above, theu it is easy to see that 'l :1þ-t and thus ry' is an order-isomorphism.

Let f : aoX\X ---+ uoY\Y be a homeomorphism such that f (Z) : þ(Z), for

any Z e Z(aoX\X). Then since for each countable .L Ç J

/((U xu)-):,/((U x¡).) Ç øY\Y
teb teL
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we have /(oX\X) : øY\Y, and therefore oX\X and oY\Y a¡e houreomor-

phic,

(2) implies (1). If one of X and Y , say X , is o-compact, then oY\Y being

homeomorphic to X-: oX\X is compact, and thus Y is also o-conpact.

Thus by Theorem 3.1.4, condition (1) holds.

Now suppose that both X and Y are non-o-compact, and let / : oX\X --r

oY\Y denote a horneomorphism. We define an order-isomorphism

þ: p.y(Tç¡(X)) -- p,y(Ts;(Y)).

Let D € px(TcúX)). By Lemma 3.2.20 we have D € Z(X.) and D f

þX\oX. Then since X-\D C oX is o-compact, using the notations of Propo-

sition 3.2.1, tlrere exists a countable tr C l such that X-\D Ç (Unrr Xn)- : A.

Now since D ìA e Z(A), wehave /(D n A) € ZUØ)). But.4 is open in

oX\X, and therefore /(,4) is open in oY\Y, and thus in Y-, i.e., /(A) is

clopen in Y*. Therefo¡e B : Í(DnA) u (y-\/(,4)) c z(Y-). Let

ö@) : f @ n (ox\x)) u (PY\Y).

It is straightforward to check that ó(D) : G, and thus þ is well-defined. The

function / is clearly an order-homomorphism. If we let tþ : p,y (Ts y(Y)) ---'

px(Tc¡.(X)) be defined by

1þ(D) : f-'(D 1, (oY\r))u (BX\X)
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then ry' : /-r, and therefore / is an order-isomorphisrn. I

3.3. THE RELATION BETWEEN VARIOUS SUBSETS OF ONE-

POINT EXTENSIONS OF Ä LOCALLY COMPACT SPACE

The order-anti-isomorphism p will enable us to obtain interesting relations

between the order structure of various sets of Tychonoff extensions.

The following is a corollary of Theorems 3.1.3 and 3.1.8.

3,3,1, Theorern. For any localLy compact space X ue haue

rð6):r.6).

3,3.2. Theorem, For any locaLlg compact o -compact space X ue haue

T+(X) : Tc6).

Proof. Since X is locally cornpact and o-cornpact, by 18 of [7] rve have

Z(X-) C Z(PX).Now the result follows from Theorems 3.1.3 and 3.1.8. I

3.3,3, Theoretn. Let X be a Locally compact paracornpact non-o-compûct

space, Then we haue

TK(x) ìrs6) : Tå(x).
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Prool. Supposethat Y: Xu{p} €TK(X)îTs(X). SinceY eTs(X),

there exists a closed neighborhood U of p in Y such that U\{p} is o-compact.

Since Y € 7¡¡(X), there exists a cornpact neighborhood V of p in Y. Then Ul-ì

V is a compact neighborhood of pinY ivith (UnV)\{p} being ø-cornpact, and

therefore by Lemma 3.2.3, Y e fñ6). By Lemma 3.2.3, rve have Tfi(X) Ç

75(X), which completes the proof, I

Fbom Theorems 3.1.3 and 3.2.11 and Lemma 3.2.6 we obtain

3.3.4. Theorern. Let X be a locallg compact paracompact space. Then we

haue

Tc(X) îTD(X) : Ø.

For a Tychonoff space X, if ,9,? € Z(X), then clBx (Sn") : clpx SìclpxT.

We use this fact below.

3.3.5. Lemma, Let X be a localLy compact paracompact space. IÍ Z € Z(PX)

is such that Z ît X : Ø then inty. Z Ç oX .

Proof. Let Z € Z(PX) and Z ñX : Ø. Suppose that int¡.Z\øX # Ø and

let r € int¡.Z\oX. Fi¡st using the same method as in Lemma 6.4 of [11] rve

finda? e Z(X) suchthat reT- ç2. Since {S-:Se Z(X)}isabasefor

closed subsets of X*, there exists an S e Z(X) such tliat r e X-\5. C Z.

Norv
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S- n n{"- :T € Z(X) and ø € T-} : 5- n þ} : Ø

and tlrerefore there exist T,...,T" e Z(X) such that S- n 
"i 

î ... nTi. : Ø

and z € Ti,for i,:7,...,n. Now if we let ?:71n... nT" < Z(X), then

r €T*: ?in .. n4i ç X-\S- C Z. Thus clpxT Ç ZUX. Let Z: Z(f),

for some f e C(/X,Ð. For each n:7,2,...

clpx"\,f-'([0, t l"D C X : 
9r 

Xt

where each X¿ is a ø-compact non-compact subspace. Therefo¡e for each

n:7,2,..., there exists a finite set J,, C .f sucli that

clp¡"\/-l(10,1/n)) Ç l) x¿
iëJ"

Let J: J1U J2U.... Then

T c c|pyT\z Ç ! [ctp¡T\/-l([0, t/n))] t p,r,

and thns clB2çT C clBx(U¡q Xi) C øX, But this is a contradiction as r €

clBxT\oX. This proves the lemma. I

3.3,6, Lemma. Let X be a locallg compact space. Then euerg zero-set of BX

which misses X 'is regular-closed in Xr .

ProoJ. LetZ € Z(PX) besuchthatZltX:Ø, andletø e Z. If

r f cl¡.intyZ, tlren ø €,5, for some S € Z(þX)with S1tcl1a.inty.Z:@.



Let T : S nZ. By Lemma 15.17 of [6], for a locally compact space Y, any

non-empty zero-set of BY rvhich is contained in Y., has non-ernpty interior in

Y*. Tlrerefore int¡¡.T I Ø. But this is a contradiction, as int¡.? C inty. Z

and ?n int¡.Z: Ø. Therefore x € cl¡,inty, Z and Z is regular-closed in

x*. I

3.3.7. Theorern, Let X be a locally compact paracompact non-o -compl,ct

space. Then T1(X) contains an order- anti,-i,somorphi,c copg of T*(X).

Prool. Suppose that Z e p(T.(X)). Tìreu by Theorem 3.l.8 Z € Z(l3X)

and ZîX : fl, and thus by Lemma 3.3.5 intsl. Z C oX. Therefore X-\int¡, Z :

BX\IX. Define a function þ: ¡1,(T-(X)) --+ p(T¡(X))bv óØ): X*\\ntx.Z.

By Lemnra 3.2.12 ó is well-defined. Clearìy for S,T e p(T-(X)), if 
^9 

q 
",

then /(S) ç óQ). The conve¡se also holds, as by Lemrna 3.3.6 .9 and ? are

regular closed subsets of X*. Therefore / and thus tþ : tt-r o þo ¡.t.: T-(X) ---+

T¡(X) arc orde¡-anti-isomorphisms outo their images. I

3,3,8. Theore rn. Let X be a locally compact paracompact space. ThenT¡(X)

contains an ord.er-,isomorphic copy of Tç(X).

Proof. Let þ: p(T¿(X)) -- p(TL(X)) be defined ylv óØ) : Zu(BX\oX).

By Tlreorem 3.1.3 and Lemna.3.2.72 / is well-defined. If ó(21) c þ(Z),for

Zt, 22 € p!c6)), then 21 n oX Ç Zz ll oX, and thus by Lemuia 3.2.7,
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Zr C 22. Therefore if we let tþ : tr-r o $ o ¡-t: Tc(X) -- 7¿(X), then ry' is an

order-isomorphisnr olrto its irnage. ¡

Flonr Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3,8 we obtain

3,3.9. Corollary. Let X be a locallg compact paracompact space. Then

T¿(X) contai,ns an order-isomorphíc copy of T-(X).

3.3.1O. Theorern. Let X be a locallg compact paracompact space' Then

T¡< r6)\{u X} and Tfi (X ) are order- anti'- is omorpht'c.

Prool. Suppose that X is non-o-compact and assutne the notations of

Proposition 3.2.1. By Theorem 3.1.5 and Lemma 3'2'12

p(T<Áx)) : {C e ß(x.) : C >_ BX\ox}.

Let ó : p(Txt (X))\{X-} ---+ p'gå(x)) be defined bv Ó(C) : X-\C. To

see that / is well-defined, let C e B(Xr) be such that C f BX\oX. Then

X-\C being a compact subset of oX, there exists a countable set J C 1 such

that X-\C Ç M*, where M :: l)¿et Xr. Now X*\C € Z(I't-), aud there-

fore X-\C e Z(clBxM) as M is ø-compact, and thus X-\C € Z(BX)' as

clBxM is clopen in BX. Therefore by Lernma 3.2.2 X-\C e p'(Tfi(X)) If C e

pgå(X)), then by Lemma 3.2.8 C C oX, and thus X-\C I BX\oX There-

fore X-\C e tt(Tx ÁX)). This shows that / is an order-antiisomorphism

rvhich proves the lemma in this case.
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Wlren X is o-cornpact TxúX) : Tx(X), and by Lemma 3.2.4 Tå(X) :

T¡¡ (X). Clearlyi¡r this case @ is still a well-clefined order'-anti-isomorphism. I

3,3,11. Corollary, For zero-dzmensional locally compact paracornpact spaces

X and, Y the following cond.iti.ons are equiualent.

1) T<ilX) and Ta;(Y) are ord.er-isotnorphic;

2) oX\X and. oY\Y are homeomorphic.

Proof. By the above lemma Ty¡(X) and T¡¡ ¡(Y) are order-isomorphic

if and only tf få6) and Trt(Y) are order-isomorphic. Theorem 3.2.9 now

completes the proof. I

3.3.1-2. Lemma, Let X .be a locally compact paracompact space. IJ Z e

Z(X.) contains BX\oX , then Z is regular-closed i.n X* .

Proof. We assume that X is non-ø-compact. Suppose that Z e Z(Xr)

is such tlrat Z = BX\oX. Assume the notations of Proposition 3.2.1. Since

X*\Z C o X , and X-\Z (being a cozero-set in X-) is d-compact, we have

X.\Z C G*, where G : U,r¡ Xu and J C 1 is countable. Obviously since

X*\G* C Z we have

(x-\G-) rJ cl¿,ints.(z n G-) q clv.intlç.2.

To slrou' the reverse inclusion suppose that Í € cly,\nts¡, Z and r € G*.

Suppose thal x f cl6.int6, (Z n G-) and let V be an open neighborliood of



r in Gr suclr that V ì intc. (Z n G*) : Ø. Ãs r e cly,inty.Z, we have

Ø +V nintla.Z ÇG- nZ, and thus V Lintx.Z cV -tint6.(Z nG-), which

is a contradiction. Now since G is o-compact, it is Lindelöf and therefore

realcompact, (see Theorem 3.11.12 of [Z]). SV Theorem 15.18 of [6], for a

locally compact realcompact space T, any zero-set of ?* is regular-closed iu

?*. Thus, since G is also locally compact, Z ncr e Z(G.) \s regular-closed

in G*. Therefore we have

cl¡.i\ts¡.2: (X-\G-) Ucls.i\t6"(Z n G') : (X-\G-) u (Z ìGr): Z

which completes the proof. I

3.3.1-3. Theotem. Let X be a locaLlg compact paracornpact non-con'Lpact

space. Then Ts(X) contai,ns an ord,er-anti-isomorphic copA of TcilX)\{rX}

Prool. Suppose that X is uon-o-compact and let / : ¡r(7¿¿(X))\{X-} --

pTs6Ð be defined b öØ): X.\intx.Z' To see that / is well-defined'

we note thatiî Z e ¡¡(7c¿(X))\{X-}, then by Lernma 3.2.20 Z 2l3X\oX,

and thus since X-\Z C øX is d-compact, using the notations of Proposition

3.2.1, X-\Z Ç G*, where G : U¡e¡ X¡ and J c 1 is countable. Now since

X*\G* c Z,wehavex-\G- C inty-Z,andLhusþ(Z): X.\intx,Z ÇoX.

Therefore by Lernma 3,2.17 ó(Z) e p,(Ts6Ð. Now since by Lernma 3.3.12

each Z e plc r(X)) is regular-closed in X*, it follows that þ and thus ry' :
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l"-t o ö o p : T¿¡(X)\{øX} -- Ts@) are order-antiisomorphisms onto their

images. I

3.3.14. Question. In Theorerns 3.3.7, 3.3.8 and 3 3,13, which one-point ex-

tensions constitute exactly the image of ry'?

3.4. THE EXISTENCE OF MINIMAL AND MAXIMAL ELE-

MENTS IN VARIOUS SETS OF ONE-POINT EXTENSIONS

We start this section with the following sirnple observation.

3.4,1. Theoren. Let X be a locally compact non- cornpl,ct space Then the

manimal elements of T(X) are exactlg those of the fot"m XU{p} ç þX, forp €

X* . Moreouer, T(X) has a rn'inimum, namelg, zts one-point compactification'

3.4.2. Theorern' Let X be a locally compact non- conxpl'ct space Then we

haue

1) T-(X) has no marimal element;

2) The Jollowing condi'tions are equt'ualenL

a) Tr(X) has a minimal element;

b) T- (X) has a mznirnum;

c) uX i,s locallg compact and' o - com,pact;
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d) (Hager; cited in [9], Tìreorern 2.9) X:Un.,An, uhere for eachn <a,

An is pseudocompact o.nd. An ønd X\An+r o,re completelA sepo,rated. in X .

Proof . l) Suppose to the contrary that Y is a maximal element of Tr(X)

and let ,9 : p(Y). By Theorem 3.1.8, S e Z(PX) and ,9 ñ X : Ø. Cleally

lSl : 1, for otherwise there is a non-empty zero-set of BX properly contained

in ,9, wlriclr co¡rtradicts the rnaximality of Y. Let T : PX\S. By Theorera

15.15 of [6], for any o-compact non-cornpact space G, we have lc*l > 2'*o.

The¡efore since ? is ø-compact non-co¡npact, we have IBT\TI > 22*0. But

this is clearly a contradiction as þT\T: BX\(BX\,9) : ^9. Therefore 7-(X)

has no maximal element.

2) The equivalence of conditions (a) and (b) follorvs from the fact that by

Theorenr 3.1.8 for any Y1,Y2 €T-(X) we have Yt AYz eT.(X).

To show that condition (b) implies condition (c), suppose that 7-(X) has

a minimun element Y. Let C : lL(Y). Then since by Theorem 3.1.8 every

norÌ-empty zero-set of ÉX which is disjoint from X corresponds to an elernent

of T.(X), it is contained in C, and therefore since uX is the intersection

of all cozero-sets of BX wìrich contain X, we have l3X\C ç oX. Clearly

uX Ç BX\C, and therefore uX : PX\C, being a cozero-set of BX, is o-

compact. It is also locally compact as it is open in BX. Thus condition (c)

holds.
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Now suppose that condition (c) holds. Then since r.,X is locally compact

and ø-compact, by 1B of 1171, BX\uX e Z(PX). We assume that X is not

pseudocompact, as otherwise by Corollary 3.Lg T-(X) : Ø. Let Y e T-(X)

be suclr that ¡r(Y) : BX\uX. Then clearll' for every S e T-(X), uX c

ÉX\p(S) and thus p(S) Ç pV), i.e., Y <,S rvhich shorvs that 7-(X) has a

minimum. I

An onto mapping f : X '--¡ Y is called perfect iÎ / is a closed mapping

and all fibers /-1(g) are compact subsets of X. A Tychonoff space is called

almost realcompocf if it is the continuous image of a realcompact space under

a perfect mapping. A space X is called Di'eudonné-complete, if thete exists a

complete uniformity on the space X A Hausdorff space X is called perJectlg

normal, if every closed subset of X is a zero-set of X.

3.4,3, Corollary' Let X be a locally compact non-cornpact space Consider

the following conditions.

1)XisaP-space;

2) X is almost realcompact;

3) X is ueaklg paracompact (metacompact);

l) X is Dieudonné- complete;

5, [I\,IA+-CH] X is perfectlg normal.
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Assume that X satisfi,es one of the aboae conditions. Then T* (X) has a mi.n-

i,mum if and only 'if X i,s o-compact.

Prool. Suppose that T- (X) has a minimum. Fi¡st assume that one of

conditions (1)-(3) and (5) holds. Then by 6A8 of [15] pX\uX is dense in X*.

But by Theorern 3.4.2 uX is locally compact, and thus pX\uX is also closed

in BX. Thereforc BX\uX: X*, and thus X: uX, which by Theorem 3.4.2

is ø-compact.

Suppose that condition (4) holds. Then since 7-(X) has a mininrum, by

Theorem 3.4.2 X : Un., An, where for each n < u, A, is pseudocotnpact.

Siuce Dieudonné-completeness is closed hereditary, each clyA, is Dieudonné-

cornplete. But pseudocompâctness and cotnpactness coincide in the realm

of Dieudonné-complete spaces, (see 8.5.13 of [7]) therefore each cl¡A,, being

pseudoconrpact is compact, and X : l)n., cly An is o-compact.

The converse is clear, as if X is ø-compact, then øX is the miniurum of

T.(X). I

It is worth noting that X : ø is the only locally compact non-compact

P-space for which T*(X) has a minimum. This is because if for a locally

compact non-compact P-space X, T-(X) has a minimum, then by Theorem

3.4.2 X : Un<, A,, where each .4,, is pseudocompact, and since each ,4,r is

also a P-space, it is finite. Therefore X is a countable P-space, and thus it is
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discrete (see aK of [8]).

3,4.4. Theorem. Let X be a locally cornpact non-compact space. Then

T¿(X) has a miniïnum. If X is realcompact or pamcoïnpact then T6(X) has

no maximal element.

Proof. Since aX e T¿(X), it is clear that T¿(X) has a minimum.

Norv suppose that X is realcompact. Suppose that Tç(X) has a maximal

element Y.If G: p(Y), then lGl :1. Othe¡wise, G properly co¡rtains a non-

empty zero-set of X*, which contradicts the maxirnality of Y. Let G : {p}

and let,9 € Z(l3X) be such thatp €,9 and,9nX : Ø. LetT e Z(BX)

be suclr that G:7\X. Then G :TCtS € Z(PX). Norv BX\G is almost

compact and thus pseudocompact (see 6J of [8]). But it is ¿lso o-compact as

it is a cozero-set in BX, therefore it is compact. This contradiction shows that

in tliis case Ts(X) has no maximal element.

Next suppose tliat X is paracornpact. We may assume that X is not

o-compact, as ø-compact spaces aÌe realcompact. Suppose that 76(X) has

a maximal element Y and let H : pV). As above n : {p}, for some

p € X.. Since by Ler¡rna 3.2.6 H ltoX I Ø, p e oX. Assume the notations of

Proposition 3.2.1 and let J C I be a countable set such that p € clBx 1Vl, where

M :: U¡e¡ X¡. Since fI e Z(X-), we have H e Z(M-). Let S € Z(clpyM) be

suclr that H : SnA[-. Now since 1.1 is ø-compact, À,1* e Z(cIaxM ), and thus
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H e Z(clp¡AtI). But À,1- is itself clopen in BX and therefore H e Z(þX),

which as in the above part we get a contradiction. The¡efore 7¿(X) has no

maximal element. I

In connection with the above theorem rve rema¡k that, assuming every

cardinal number is non-measurable, paracotrrpact spaces are realcompact (see

Corollaly 5.11(m) of [15]).

g.4,5. Theorem. Let X be a locallg compact non-compact space. Then

Q(X) has a m'initnum. The set T¡ç(X) nlaA or n'¿ag not haue mac'imal ele-

ments.

Proof, It is clear that Tç(X) has a minimum, narnely its one-point com-

pactifrcation.

Let X : @rct X¡, where 1 I Ø and for each ,i e I, X¡: [0, 1). Since for

each i € I, Xi e ß(X.), there exists aY¿ e Ty(X) such that /¿()t) : Xi. Now

since each Xi does not properly contain any non-empty element of B(X-), the

corresponding {'s ale maximal elements of T¡ç(X).

Noiv let X be an uncountable discrete space and let C e 6(X-)\{Ø}. SV

Lemnra 3.2.6, C ¡ oX * Ø. fet á be a countable subset of X such that

C ì A. + Ø. Now C n A- is clopen in A* = u* and therefore it properly

contains a non-empty cìopen subset of ,4*, which is therefore a clopen subset

of X-. By Theo¡em 3.1.5 this shows that T¡ç(X) has no maximal element. I
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3,4,6, Lemma, Let X be a normal space. Then euery one-poznt regular

extension of X is also norrnal.

Prool. Suppose that Y : X U {p} is a one-point regular extension of X.

Let .4 and B be disjoint closed subsets of Y. If A and B are closed subsets

of X, then obviously they can be separated by disjoint open sets in X, and

thus in Y, So suppose that p € ,4, and let U and V be disjoiut open subsets

ofX such that,4 nX C [/ and B ÇV. Let l4l be au open neighborhood ofp

in Y such tliat (clyl4l) n B : ø. Then U U I4l aud V\clyl4z are disjoint open

subsets of Y which separate A and B, respectively. I

We call a space X locallg Li,ndelöJ, if every ø € X has an open neighborhood

[/ in X such that clyU is Lindelöf.

3.4,7. Theorem. Let X be a paracompact non-Li.ndelöf space. Then we haue

1) TD(X) has a minimum if and only'if X is locaLLg Lindelöf;

2) If X is moï'elùer locallg compact, then Tp(X) has a marimal element.

Proof. l) Suppose that X is locally Lindelöf. Let õX : X U {A}, rvhere

A f X. Define a topology on ôX consisting of open sets of X together rvith

sets of the form {A} U (X\F), where F is a closed Lindelöf subspace of X. It

is straightforward to see that dX is a topological space which contains X as a

dense subspace. We first check that X is Hausdorff.
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So suppose that a, å € ôX and a I b. If a,b e X, then clearly they can

be separated by disjoint open sets in X, and thus in óX. Suppose that o: Â

and let U be an open neighborhood of å in X such that cl¡U is Lindelöf. Then

the sets {A} U (X\cl¡U) and U are disjoint open sets of ôX separ.ating a and

à, respectively.

Next rve shorv that óX is regular. So suppose that g € óX and let U be an

open neighborhood of y in ôX, First suppose that g : A. Then U is of the

form {A} U (X\.P), for some closed Lindelöf subspace F of X. Let for each

r€ F, U, be an open neighborhood of rinX with cl¡U, being Lindelöf. Since

.F' is Lindelöf, there exist rrtî2,... € F' such that F. Ç Un>_tU,,. Conside¡ the

open cover U : {U,^}"¿t U {X\.F} of X. Then since X is paracompact, there

exists a loca.lly finite open refinement V of U , Let

G : clx(U{Y € v : v ît F + Ø}).

Tlien since if V €. V and V O F I Ø, then V Ç U,^ for some n > 1, and )/ is

locally finite, we have

ç: lJ{cl¡V :V eV andv ì F +Ø} g U cIy[J,^ : 17.
¡¿>1

Thus G, being a closed subset of the Lindelöf space 11, is itself Lindelöf. Now

1ve note that F Ç l){V eV:V ìF I Ø} c int¡G, and therefore we have

cl¿x({a} u (x\c)) : {^} ucl¡(x\c) ç {A} u (x\.F')
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i.e., {A} U (X\G) is an open neighborhood of y in 6X rvhose closure in ôX

is contained in U. Now suppose that g € X and let V and W be open

neiglrborhoods of g in X rvith cl¡V being Lindelöf and clyW C U lìI/. Theu

cl62¡W : c|;¡W C U, This shows tliat ôX is regular, and since it is Lindelöf,

it is normal.

Clearly A # cl¿xF, for any closed Liudelöf subset F of X, and thus dX e

Tp(X). To show that ó'X is a minimumJ suppose that Y: X U {p} e TD(X)

and let / : Y -- 6X be defined such that fW : idx and /(p) : A. Then

since any open neighborhood of A in ôX is of the fo¡m y : {A} U (X\F),

for some closed Lindelöf subset F' of X, and p Q clyF, there exists an operl

neiglrborlrood U of pinYsuchthat UìF: Ø, and therefore Í(U) ÇV,i.e., f
is continuous at p arrd thus on Y. This shorvs that Y ) ôX, which completes

the proof of this part,

Next suppose thaf Tp(X) has a minimum, say V : X U {p} Suppose that

X is not locally Lindelöf and let U be an open subset of X such that p Ç. clyU

and cIyU is not Liudelöf. Let {U1)¡¿¡ be a cover of cl¡U consisting of open

subsets of X with no countable subcover. Refining {U,}r., by using regularity,

lve may assume that cl¡U is not covered by an)' countable union of closures

of U¿'s in X. Let V be a locally finite open refinement of {U¿}¿6¡ U {X\cl¡U},

LetW: {V eV:VñU +Ø}: {W¡}¡rt, which is faithfully indexed. It

is clear that J is uncountable, as otherwise, since {l4z¡}¡.7 covers U and they
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are locally finite cl¡U ç l)rrt clxW¡, rvhich is a contradiction, as each l4lj is

a subset of some U¿. For each j e J,let x¡ eWjñU. Let A: X U {q},

rvith q f X, and define a topology on .4 consisting of open sets of X together

with sets of the forrn B U {S}, rvhere B ç X, B U {p} is open in Y, and

B 2 U¡e¡\rC¡, rvhere .L is a countable subset of J and for each j € J\L, C j

is an open neighborhood of z¡ in X contained in i4z, n U. Then it is easy to

verify that .4 is a topological space containing X as a der¡se subspace.

To see that .4 is a fi-space, let ø € X. Since W is locally finite, there

exists a finite set -L C J such tbat r f. W¡, for any j e J\2. Let

B: (D nx)u U (wjnu)
i€J\¿

rvhe¡e D is an open neighborhood of ir in Y not containing z. Then B u {S}

is an open neighborhood of q in .4 not containing ø.

Next we show that.4 is regular. So suppose that g € A and let 14¡ be an

open neighborhood ofg in.4. First suppose that g: q. Then W: Bu {q},

rvhere B C X, B U {p} is open in Y and B 2 U¡671¿C¡, for some countable

L Ç J a,nd open sets Cis of X such that r¡ €. C¡ Ç Wi n U. Lel G be

an open neighborhood on p in Y such that clvG C BU {p}, and fo¡ each

j € J\¿, let IJ¡ be an open neighborhood of c¡ in X with cl¡ II¡ Ç C¡. Then

V : (G I X) U U¡E.¡\¿ H¡ u {q} is an open neighborhood of q in .4 and
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cI¡V:cty(GîX)u U ctaH¡u{q\çau U C¡u{s}: Bu{q}:W.
j€J\¿ jeJ\¿

Now suppose that g € X. Let F and G be disjoint open neighborhoods of 2

and gr in Y, respectively. Let fI be an open neighborhood of g in X such tliat

cl¡H Ç W 7tG, and let K be an open neighborhood on g in X intersectiug at

rnost flnitely tnany of W¡'s. Let the finite set -L Ç J be such that K nwi : ø,

for any j e J\.L. Let

D : (F nX)u u Wj.
j€J\¿

Then D U {q} is an open neighborhood of q in A missing K fì 11. Therefore

q ( cI¡(K rt H), and thus K fì fI is an open neighborhood o1 y in A such that

cl¿(/( n H): clx(K n í) ç c\H Ç trU. This shows that -4 is regular and

thus by Lemma 3.4.6, it is also normal.

Norv let P be a closed Lindelöf subspace of X. For each ¿ € P ît cIxU,

let V,, be ârì open neighborhood of ¿ in X rvhich intersects only flnitely many

Wis, say Íot j e L, rvhere .L' C J is finite Since P lì cl¡çU is closed in P, it

is Lindelöf, and therefore since PoclxU Ç U{% : t € PìcIvU}, there exist

t)t,12,...e P ltclyU such that P l-tclaU Ç U,>r %". Let L: U",¿rl'". Then

clearlyforeach j € J\L,W¡f\Pncl¡U:Ø. NolvsinceV: Xu{p} eTD(X),

p I cIyP, and thus there exists att open neighborhood A'I of p \n Y such that

A,I 1, P : Ø. Let
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B,:(MnX)u u (WjìU).
j€J\¿

Then B u {q} is an open neighborhood ol q in A, and we have

P1,(Bu{s}) : pn u (% nU) :ø.
jeJ\¿

This shorvs thal q ( cl¡P, and thus A e Tp(X). Bú this is impossible, as

by the rvay we defined neighborhoods of q in A, each of them contains an

ø¡, for some j e J, and therefore has non-empty intersection with U, which

contradicts the fact that A> Y. This sliows that X is locally Lindelöf.

2) This is clear as iu this case b)' Theore¡n 3.2.11, any Y : X U {p}, rvhere

p e þX\oX, belongs to Tp(X) and it is obviously maxitnal. I

We note in passing that a hedgehog with an uncountable nurnber of spiues

is an example of a paracompact space which is not locally Lindelöf.

3,4.8, Theorern, Let X be a locallg compact paracompact non-o-conlpact

space. Then fi(X) has both maximal and n¿inimal elements.

Prool. Tliis foìlows f¡om Le¡¡ma 3.2.12 and the fact that botli BX\aX

and X* belong to p,(Tz(X)). t

3.4,9, Theore m, Let X be a locally cornpact paracompact non-o-compac|

space. Then ft(X) has a rnadmal element but does not haue a mi.nimal ele-

ment.
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Proof. Clearly every element of the fo¡m Y : X U {p}, for p € oX\X, is

a maximal element of Ts(X).

Suppose that Y € Ts(X). Assume the notations of Proposition 3.2.1.

Then since by Lemma 3.2.17 p(Y) Ç oX, rve have ¡r(Y) Ç ([J¡..¡ X¿)-, for

some countable J Ç L Let the countable set I Ç 1 properly contain J, Then

if T € Ts(X) is such that ¡.t(T) : (l¿.¡Xr)*, we have T < Y. Therefore

Ts(X) has no minimal element. I

3.4,10, Theorern. Let X be a locally compact non-pseud,ocompact spl'ce.

Then Tp(X) has both a minitnum and, maximum element.

Proof. It is clear that øX is the r¡inimum of Tp(X). Let C : BX\intpyuX.

Then since X is locally compact X Ç intp¡uX, and thus C ç X-. Since X is

not pseudocornpact, C I @. By Theorem 3.1.10 there exists a Y € 7p(X) such

that ¡i(Y) -- C, ff S € Tp(X), then since by Theorem 3.1.10 ¡r(S) > þX\uX,

we have ÉX\p(,S) C uX, and therefore ÉX\p(S) C intpyuX . Thus p(Y) C

¡i(S), and therefore,9 < Y. This shoivs that Y is maximum nTp(X). I

3,4,11, Theorern. Let X be a locallg compact non-compact space. Then

the minimum of T-(X), if it erists, is the unique pseudocompact element of

T.(X) (compare uith Theorem 3.1.5 and Corollary 3.1.6 of l2]).

Prool. Suppose that Y is the minimum of T' (X) and let C : p(Y). By the
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proof of Theorem 3.4.2 ((b) implies (c)) weknow that d: BX\uX. Therefore

by Theorem 3.1.10, y is pseudocompact.

If ,5 is another pseudocompact element of T*(X), then by Theorem 3.1.10

p(S) > pX\uX. On the other hand, by Theorera 3.1.8, p(S) is a zero-set

in BX contained in X*, which implies that ¡z(,9) Ç þX\uX. Thus p(S) :

þX\uX : u,(Y), and therefore S : Y. This shows the uniqueness of Y. t

The following result partially auswers Question 3.2.10.

3.4.L2, Theorem. Let X and, Y be locally compact non-compact spaces

satisfgi,ng one of the cond,i,tions (.)-(Ð 
"f 

Theorem 3.4.2. Then the follow,ing

conditions are equiaalent.

1) f.6) and, T*(Y) are order-isomorphic;

2) BX\uX and BY\uY are homeomorphic.

Proof. By Theorem 3.4.2 uX is locally compact and ø-compact, and there-

fore by 1B of lt7l, BX\uX € Z(|JX). Let Z e z(BX\uX). Then since

oX is locally compact, l3X\uX is closed in BX, and therefore tìrere exists

an S e Z(BX) such that Z : Sî'(BX\uX). "lhus Z e Z(BX). CleaÃy

ZñX: Ø, and therefore by Theorem 3.1.8 Z(pX\uX)ç p,x(T.(X))u{Ø}.

Clearly for every C e px!-6)j, since C e Z(PX) and Cll X : Ø,

we lrave C Ç þX\uX, Therefore Z(BX\uX) : tL.x(T-(X)) u {Ø}. Sim-
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ilarly Z(þY\uY) : uy(T.(Y)) u {Ø} Now siuce p,y and py are order-

anti-ison:orphisrns, 7*(X) and 7-(Y) a¡e order-isomorphic, if and only if,

Z(þX\uX) and Z(BY\uY) are order-isomorphic, if and only if, BX\uX and

BY\uY arc ìromeornorphic. I

3.5. SOME CARDINALITY THEOREMS

Suppose that X is a locally compâct space. Let Ti.'(?) and d(?) denote the

weight and the delsity of a space ?, respectivelS'. Then since

w(X.) < u(l3x) S2d(Px) < 2d{x)

we have

lT(X)l S lC(X-)l S 2u(x') l2zdtx)

wlrich gives an upper bound for cardinality of tlie set T(X). In tlie follorving

theorems ¡ve obtain a lorver bound fo¡ cardinalities of two subsets of T$).

Here for a space ?, l(?) denotes the Lindelöf number of ?.

3.5,1. Theoren. Let X be a localLg co'rnpact paracornpact non-compact space.

Then we haue

2L(x\ < ITL(X)|.
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Proof. Case 1) Suppose that X is o-compact, Then since X is non-

pseudocompact, being X paracompact and non-compact (see Theolem 5,1.20

of [7]), by aC of [17] we have lx*l > 22N0. Norv since each element of 7(X) is

o-compact, TL(X) : T(X), and thus we have

VL6)l: lT(x)l> l{xu{p} :pex.}l: lx.l> 22'o >21(x).

Case 2) Srppose that X is non-o-compact. Assume the notations of Propo-

sition 3.2.1. Then since each Xa is ø-compact, we have L(X) S l1l. For each

J Ç 1, let Q¡ :: U¡e.¡X; and Ct : Qju (BX\oX). For {, J2 c I, if

j € h\J2, then since Xi Ç Cr, and Xj n Ct, : Ø, we have C¡, f C¡". By

Lemma 3.2.12, for each J C 1, there exists Y.¡ € TL(X) such that p(Yt): C.t.

Norv

lrilx)l > lP(I)l : 2tlt > 2L(x)' I

For the next result we need tlie followiug propositiou stated in Lemma 35.3

of [12].

3.5.2. Proposition. Suppose that E is an lnfinite set of card'inaLzty a. Then

there exists a collecti,on A of subsets of E with lAl : Z" such that for ang

distinct A, B e A we haue lA\Bl : a.

3.5,3, Theorern. Let X be a locaLLg cornpøct paracompact non-o-compact

space, Then we haue
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2L(x) < ITD(X)|.

Prool. Assume the notations of Proposition 3.2.1. By the above proposi-

tion, since a : lll > N6, there exists a family {J"}"6s of subsets of 1, faiihfully

indexed, such that lSl : 2" and lJ"\J¿l : o, for distinct s,f € ,5. For each

s € ,9, let Q" : Uie¿ X; and let C,: Q!\oX. If for some s € ,9, Cs : Ø, then

since clpxQ, c oX, clBxQ" Ç clpy(l)rr¡1 X¡), for some countable .I/ c .I, and

thus Q, C U,.a X¿, as U¿e ¡7 X, is clopen in X. But this is a contradiction as J,

is not countable. Therefore C" # Ø for any s € ,9. By Theoreur 3.2.11 for each

s € S, C" : ¡,i(Y") for some Y" eTD(X). Suppose that s,f €,9 and s lt. Let

K : J"\J¿and let P :Uiex X¿. Then since lKl : a, A : P.\oX I Ø. B:ut

since PlìQ¿ : @, rve have P*nCr: @, which implies that AîCt : Ø. Therefore

siuce Ø I AC C", C" * Ct.Tlius for any distinct s,f € .9, Y" +Y. This shorvs

that lTp(X)l > lsl : 2", which together rvith the fact that a : lll I L(X)

proves the theoreur. I

3.6, SOME APPLIC.ATIONS

In this section we correspond to each one-point extension of a Tychonoff space

X an ideal of C-(X). Using this, and applying some of our previous results,
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1ve will be able to obtain some relatiolts between the order stlucture of cer.tain

collections of ideals of C.@), partially ordered by set-theoretic iuclusion, and

the topology of a certain subspace of X*.

Let X be a T¡,sþe¡.ç space. A non-empty subset .4 of C.(X) is called

an id,eal of C-(X), if for every f ,S e A, Í + S e.4 and for every / €.4 ancl

g ç C.(X), ÍS c A. For a Tychonoff space X, bt f Q-@)) denote the set

of all ideals of t-(X), including {O} and C-(X) itself. We define a function

1 : (r@),<) -- (r(Cr(x)), q) ¡v

1V) : {flx : f e C.(Y) and /(p) : 0i

forY:XvIple16).

3,6.1. Lemma, 1zs an ord,er-isornorph,ism onto i,ts image.

Proof . To show that 7 is well-defined, consider the functions g e 1(Y) and

heC.(X). Let f :Y--+ Rbedefinedsuchthat /(p) :0and fW: Sh.

We verify that / is continuous. So let G € C-(Y) be such that G(p) : 0 and

GIX : g. Suppose that e ) 0. Let W be an open ueighborhood ofp in Y such

tlrat G(l4z) Ç (-elM,elM), where M ) 0 and l¿(r)l S A4 forevery re X.

Then for any o € W ltX tve have l/(ø)l : lS(¿)l <e. So / is continuous.

Noiv gå : flx e,y(Y). It is clear thar for any,b, I e 1(),&-l e,y(y). This

shows that 7 is well-defined.
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Now suppose that { : X U {p} e T(X), for i : 7,2. Suppose that

\ 2 Yz and let þ : Yt --+ Yz be a continuous function such that ólX : idx.

Let g e 1(Y2). Then 9: /lX, where Í e C-(Y2) and f (pù: 0. Norv since

ó(p') : pz, we have s : f lX : f o ólX € "y(h), i.e., r(yr) 2 t!z).

Conversely, suppose that 7(Y1) 2 lVz). Define a function þ : Y¡ -t Y2 by

ólX : idx and dþr) : p2. To show that þ is continuous at p1, suppose that

7 is an open neighborhood of pz : ó(p) in Y2. Let f : Y2 --+ I be a continuous

function such that f (pù : 0 and /(Yr\V) Ç {1}. Then since /lX e l(Yù,

ÍlX e t!r) and therefore ÍlX : hlx, for some h e C.(V) rvith åþ,) : Q.

Now U: å-1([0, 1)) is an open neighborhood of p1 in Y¡ satisfying ó(U) çV.

This proves the continuity of / and therefore we have \ 2Yz. I

The following result is rvell knorvn. We include a proof in here for the sake

of cornpleteness.

3.6.2. Lemma , Let X be a strongly zero-d,'imensional locallg compact space.

Then the set of clopen subset of X* consist of exactly those sets whzch are of

the form U* , for some clopen subset U of X .

Proof. Clearly for every clopen subset U of X, the set U* is clopen in

X-. To see the conve¡se suppose that C is a clopen subset of X-. Let W

be an open set of BX such that C : IU\X. Since C C X is cornpact,

there exists a clopen subset V of BX such that C C V C W, and therefore
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C : clpxV\X : clpx(V n X)\X : (Y n X)-.

For a Tychonoff space X and .Ð C X, we let

Ie : {S € C-(X): lgl-t(þ, oo))\E is cornpacr for any e > 0}.

It is easy to see that if .Ð is open in X then 1¿ is an ideal in C-(X).

3.6,3. Lemma, Let X be a locally compact space and, let (J be a clopen subset

of X. If Y eT(X) i,s such that p(Y): X-\U- thenl(Y): Ir.

Prool. Suppose that g € 7(Y). Then g: flx for some / e C-(y) with

f (p) : O. Suppose that there exists al e > 0 such that G : lSl-t(k, *))\U

is not cornpact, and let x €. G*. By continuity of / there exists an open

neiglrborlrood W of p in BY such that J(W n y) ç (-e,e), Since p € W,

X-\U-: S-1(p) Ç q-t(W), where q : þX --+ By is the quorienr map con-

tracting X*\U* to p. Norv since r e clp;¡G Ç clp¡(X\U) and U is clopen in X,

c ( clp¡U and thus ¿ € X*\U* c S-1(W), wliich implies th at Gnq-r (W) I Ø.

Let f e Gî C-'(W). Then since t e G, lÍ(t)l: lg(¿)l > e. But on the other

hand, ú : q(t) e W and by the way we chose W, lf (ù ( ¿. This is a contra-

diction. Therefore l9l-I([e, co))\U is compact for any e ) 0, and thus g e 1y.

This slrorvs that 1(Y) C Iy.

Conversely, let g € Iy and define f :Y -- R such that flX: g and

Í(p) : O. We verify tliat / is continuous. So suppose that e ) 0. Since U
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is clopen il X, X*\U* is compact and it is disjoint from the compact subset

G : lgl-t([e,oo))\U of X. Let W be an open neighborliood of X*\U- in

BX disjoint from G. Then 7 : W\clp¡U is an open set of BX containing

X*\U-. Cleally 
" 

: (y\(X-\U-)) u {p} is open in By. Norv ? n y is an

open neighborhood of p in Y such that /(7 n y) C (-e, e). This is because if

t € T aX, then since ?ñX Ç I/ and W nG : 0, we have t, Ç. G and t f clpyU,

and tlrerefore t ê lsl-,(lu,co)). Thus l/(¿)l : ls(¿)l < e. This shorvs rhat / is

continuous and therefore s : ÍlX € .y(y), i.e., Iu Ç úy). I

Por a Tychonoff space X, let

Dx : {Iu: U is a ø-compact clopen subset of X}.

3.6.4, Lemma, Let X be a zero-di,mensional locally compact paracompacl

non-o - compact space. Then ue haue

1(Ty¡(X)):Dy.

Prool. Suppose that Y € T<úX) and let C : p(y). Then by Theorem

3.1.5 and Lemma 3.2.12 C is a clopen subset of X* containing BX\oX. Now

X, being zero-dirnensional, locally compact and paracompact, is strongly zero-

dimensional (see Theorem 6.2.10 of [7]) and thus by Lemma J.6.2 X.\C : U-,

for some clopen U C X. By Lemnra 3.6.3 .y(Y) :Iy. But since X-\U- :
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C 2 þX\oX, we have clp;aU Ç oX and thus U is o-com.pact. This slioivs

that .y(Y) € D¡, i.e., 1(Tç¡(X)) c Dy.

Conversely, if U is a o-cotnpact clopen subset of X, then clp¡U is clopen

in BX and is contained in oX, therefore C : X*\U- > BX\oX . If rve let

pV): C, then Y € TxilX), and by Lemma 3.6.3 r(y) :Iu, whicli shows

that D¡ Ç t!xr(X)). I

For a Tychonoff space X, let

A¡ : {/¡1y : U is a o-compact non-compact clopen subset of X}.

3.6,5, Lemma. Let X be a zero-dimensional locallg compact paracompact

non-o-compact space. Then we haue

1Qfi@)): av'

Prool. Suppose that Y € Tfi(X). By Lemnia 3.2.2 ¡r(Y) is clopen in X-.

Norv X, being zero-dimensional, locally compact and paracompact, is strongly

zero.dimensional (see Theorem 6.2.10 of {7]) therefore by Lemma 3.6.2 ¡.t (Y) :

U*, for some clopen subset U of X, By Lemrna 3.2.8 U* : p(Y) ç oX, wliich

implies that U is o-compact and thus by Lemma 3.6.3, 1(f) :Ix\u € Ax.

Fo¡ the converse, let U be a o-cornpact non-compact clopen subset of X.

Then by Lemma 3.2.2 U- : p(Y), for sorne Y eTfi(X). Now since ¡r(Y) :

X-\(X\u)-, by Lemrna 3.6.3, /¡¡y : p(Y) e 1Vå6)). I
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3,6.6. Theorem, For zero-climensi,onal locally compact parl,con-¿pact non-o-

compact spaces X and Y the following conditi,ons are equ'iualent.

1) (Ð*,Ç) and (Dy,C) are ord.er-isomorphic;

2) (L* , Ç) and (Ly , c) are order-isomorphic;

3) oX\X and, oY\Y are homeomoiphic.

Proof. This follows f¡om Lemmas 3.6.1, 3.6.4 and 3.6.5, Corollary 3.3.12

and Theorem 3.6.9. I

3.6.7. Definition. Let X be a Tychonoff space. A sequence {Unl¡ n., is called

a o -regular sequence of open sets in X, if for each n ( a, [Jn is an open subset

of X such thal clxUn is ø-compact and non-compact, and Un ) clx(Jn+t.

IIU : {U^}n<, is a ø-regular sequence of open sets in X, we let J¿7 denote

the set

{g e C.(X): for all e ) 0 there is an n < ø with lgl-l([e,oo)) ncl¡U" compact]

and let

Qx : {Ju : 1,,! is a. ø-regular sequence of open sets in X}.

3,6.8. Lemma. Let X be a locaity compact paracompact non-o - compact space

and, let U : {Un}n.. be a o-regular sequence of open sets i,n X. Suppose that

{f,}^., 'is a sequence in C(þX,\ such that for each n < a, f^(U,¡) c {0}
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andÍr,(X\Un) c {1}. ThenC:ì^<,ZU,)\X e p,(T(X)), andifY e16)

i,s such that p(Y) : C , then we haue 1(Y) : .1,.

Prool. First note that since for each n < u, clpx(Jn+t ç Z(f"), ø +

nn<,U; C C and so C € pg(XD. Suppose that C : ¡r(Y), for some

Y : Xu{e} €16). Let s e 7(Y). Then s: flx for some I e C-(y)

with /(p) : 0. Suppose thar g ( J¿1. Then there exists an e ) 0 such that

for each n < ø, An: lgl-t(k,-)) îclyUn is not compact. By compactness

of X* we have (-1,o., ál l Ø. fet r e ìn<, Af,. Then ¿ € C. Let Z l¡e the

space obtained from pX by contracting C to p, and let q: BX -- Z : þY

be its natural quotient mapping. By continuity of / there exists an open

neighborhood V of. p \n Y such that f V) ç (-e, e). Let I4i be an open

subset of BY with W ltY : V. Then since p € W, C ç q-|(W). Now since

)n., Ai Ç C, q-t(W) is an open neighborhood of r in BX, and therefore

since ø € cIpxAr, Ar¡q-t(W) #Ø. Lett e 1-1ñq-t(W). Then t: q(t) eIil

and thus lS(¿)l : l/(¿)l < e. But since ú €.41, we have lg(¿)l ì u, whictr is a

contradiction. This shows that 9 € ,/¿¿. Thus "y(Y) Ç Ju.

To shoiv the reverse inclusion, lef g e Jq. Define / : Y ---+ R such that

îlX : s and /(p) : 0. We show that / is continuous at p. So let e > 0.

Then by assumption there exists a k, < u such that g : lgl-t([e, oo)) n clxUe

is compact. Since C ç /;1([0, 1)), the set r : ["ft'([0,1))\C] u {p} is open in
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BY. Conside'- the open neighborhood (" n y)\S of ¡r in Y, lf ¿ € (" n y)\S,

then since te T, fk(t) < l and so ú € U¡. ButtÇ.,5 and therefor.e l/(¿)l :

ls(t)l < r, i.e., /(("ny)\S) c (-e,e). This shows the continuity of / and

tlrus g € 7(Y). Therefore Jy Ç 1(Y), which together with the previous part

proves the lemma. I

3.6,9. Lemma. Let X be a locaLly con¿pact paracon'¿pact non-o -cornpact

space. Then ue haue

1(7d(x)): ox.

Proof. Assurne the notations of Proposition 3.2.1. Suppose that Y : X U

{e} € Ti6). By Lemma 3.2.18, pV) : C e Z(PX) and C C oX. Therefore

C C clB¡¡ M,rvhere M :U¿e¡ X¡,for some countable J ÇL LetheC(PX,I)

be suclr that Z(h) : C and h(þX\clp¡M) Ç {1}. For each n < ¿¿ 1et

U": h-l(10,1/n))nx. Then since for each n < u, C c å-1([0, Lln)), U" I Ø,

and since U" ç M and C Ç clpyUr, clxUn is ø-compact and non-compact.

Clearly for each r¿ < a, Un ) clxUn+t, which shows that L,t : {U,'},,., is a

o-regular sequence of open sets in X,

For eaclr n < ø define f": pX ---+ I þy

1. 1 1 ..1 1f.:K(h ^:)v;i) _ 
"+1K;_;*,l-'.

Then the sequence {l^}n., satisfies the requirements of Lemma 3.6.8, and
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tlrerefore since ¡r(Y) : Z (lr) : 1t^.,2(f"), we have l(Y) : Ju. This shol's

that 7(7j(X)) c a¡.

To complete the proof we need to shorv that Q¡ Ç "¡(Tj(X)). So let

U : {U,} ^., be a o-regular sequence of open sets in X. We verify that

Ju e lØå6)). For each n < ø, since (Jn )_ clyUn¡t, by normality of X, there

exists an Í" e C(X,Ð such that f^(clTtJn¡1) c {0} and /"(X\U") Ç {1}. Let

F" e C(PX,Ð be the extension of /^. Since each cl¡U,,11 is ø-compact, for

eaclr n < ¿.¿ we have Un Ç P, where P : U¡et Xt and ,L C -I is countable. Since

X\P c X\U, g ¡;1(1), it foilorvs rhar Z(F") ç BX\clp;ç(X\p) : clpxp

and therefore since P* € Z(l3X) rve have D : în<, Z(F")\X e Z(PX).

But Ø # U; ç Z(F") and D C oX, which by Lemma 3.2.18 irnplies that

D : ttV), for some Y : X u {p} e Tj(X). Now the sequence {Fn}n.,

satisfies the requirements of Lenrnra 3.6.8 and therefore 7(y) : J¡7. This

shorvs that Ay c 1Qi@)), which togethel with the first part of the proof

give the result. ¡

Now f¡om Theore¡l 3.2.19 and the above lemmas we obtain

3.6.10. Theorern, For locally compact paracompact non-o -compact spaces

X andY the follouing conditions are equi,ualent.

1) (Ax,Ç) and, (Qy,Ç) are order-zsomorphic;

2) oX\X and oY\Y are homeomorphic.
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